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KAMAON,
with the

annexed territory of Gerhwul, forms almost an
equilateral parallelogram facing N. E. and S. W. On the north, wheie it ia
separated from Tartary by the Himalaya, the frontier extends from Long.
79' 15' Lat. 31" 4') to Long. 80" 45' Lat. QW 10') giving a line of qbout 100
miles :the eastern boundary which is formed by the river Kali, or Sarde, gives
a line of 110 miles, extending from Lat. SO" 10' Long. 80' &tit,5:tb Lat. 96" 1
Long. 80". On the west, the province is divided from the Raj of Gerhrual by the
rivers Kak' and Akakananda, with a line of frontier of about 110miles, atretching from Lat. 31" 4l Long. 79" 15', to Lat. 89" 55' Long. 78' 10'; and
on the south, the province joins on Rohilkund, the line of demarcation
being nearly parallel and equal to that on the north.
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Within the Boundaries above detailed, the horizontal superficial eontents of the province may be stated at 10,967 square miles, of which the following is the estimated distribution :-

........................................
,................................
...............................

Snow
-& 2924 square miles.
5655
YS
Barren and incapable of cultivation,
Cultivation
ik 9193
99
UncuItivated
2193
9,

T h e whole province consists of numerous ranges of mountains, the
general run of which are in a parallel direction to the northern and southern
line of frontier : they are, however, by no means uniform or parallel to each
other in their whole course,. while innumerable branches of vario~isheight and
extent, strike off from each range in every paint and direction. The
intervals between the bases of the mountains are every where extremely
small, and the whole country, when viewed from .a .commanding position,
*
exhibits the appearance of a wide expanse of unconnected ravines, rather
than of a succession of regular ranges of mountains.
,

The peaks and ridges necessarily vary in height: commencing from
the plains of Rohilkund, estimated at 500 feet above the sea, the first m g e
giveo an elevation of 4,300, while the second'range, called the GIurgar, attains
the height of 7,700 above the sea This elevation is no where exceeded
throughout the center of the province, but B the ranges approach the Himalaya, their altitude rapidly increases, till it reaches in the lofty peaks of the
latter range, an extreme height of 25,500 feet.
The valleys (if the narrow iniervals between the mountains can as.
. pire to that designation,) are lowest on the banks of the largest rivers, and it
is in the same situations that the greatest portion of level land is generally

.
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to be met with: these spots, however, in no instance exceed, and in few cases
equal half a mile in breadth :the site of the town of' S r h g a r , on the banks of
the Ahhandas is of this description, and is only 1,500 feet above the level of
the sea.
The Tarai, or Bhmm, included in this province, is very unequal in
extent; under the GcriraMZ pergunnas it averages only from two to three
miles from the foot of the hills, while in Kamaon'proper it is no where less
than from 12 to 15 miles in breadth. From Kotedwara, Long. 78" 2Ws to near
Bhmouri, Long. 79"2(Y,the Bhawcr is divided from Rohilkund by a low range
of hills, which contains numerous passes, some of them practicable for wheel
carriages: the remaining BRmwr, to the east and west of these points, is wholly
opn to the plains. The BIuma is i t present only partially cultivated, and
eonaists almost wholly of thick forest, of Sal, Sisu, and amb boos.
The quantity of land calculated for cultivation, as afforded by nature, is,
within the hills, extremely small, and in order therefore to remedy this deficiency, the sides of the mountains admitting of such an operation, have
been cut down into terraces, rising above each other in regular succession;
and having their fronts supported by slight abutments of stones. These
terraces necessarily vary in breadth and length, according to the form and
slope of the mountain on which they are situated, but as a great portion of
every mountain, more particularly near the summit and ridger, is not sufficiently
productive to warrant the expense and labor of the operation, those spots are
clothed with grass, and generally covered with forest, consisting chiefly of pines,
&, and rhododendrons, whilst some parts, from their rocky and precipitous
nature, are wholly barren, or only partially sprinkled with tufts of rink grass:

A -few lakes are to be found in various parts, the most remarkable of
which are Nagni Tal, Bhim Tal, and Noru Ktrntia TuZ,situated in the

'
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ChalPatcs district, near the B h o u n ' pass. The lint, which is the largeet, me+
sures, one mile in length and three q&en of a miIe in breadth. The water of
this and other lakes is perfectly clear, being the produce of internal springtr, a d
the depth in the centre is represented as being exceedingly great. The Him*
laya range also presents several lakes, which are fed from the melted snow.
The bases of the mountains are invariably meprated from &h o h
by streams of greater or less magnitude, formed principally by the innrable springs and fountains which pour down on each ride. Of theae the
principal, entitled to the rank of rivers, commencing fiom the N: W., are the
Zag or Mandakku', the Bidrenganga, the DuZi, the Norrdakini, and the
Pindar, all rising in the Himalaya, and forming, after a junction with mch
other, the united stream of the Akzkananda or Ganges, which river, in its
course throughout the province, from the depth and itnpetnosity of its current, is no where fordable. To the east, t h e KaZi, the Bhauli, the G-,
the Rumganga, and the Sqiu, having also their origin in their snowy range,
form, by their junction, the Sarda; or Gogra, and in additim to these, are tbe
Zhmganga, two Nyczrs, the Ko~ilkz,the Suab, the Gourmati, tbe Lad& and
the Ballirr, all of which derive their source from springs in the interior of
the province. The small Nullas are extremely numerous, but do not merit
particular detail.
The hill riverd in their dement to the p b , immediately on eatmiq
the TmG, lose a considerable portion of their body of water, and, in rrumeraw
instances, totally disappear at that point, dnnng the hot rrnd add season,
the bed of' the river continues perfectly dry for the space d nine to ten milafter which it again fills; while at the same distance fiom the hih, numerroPr
other petty nullahs are formed by the copious springe which gush out of the
.

earth. These phenomena may be accounted for by the nature of the boil at
the foot of tbe hilt, which c o ~ t d
r a deop bed of Jluvial Ihingls.

I
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It is by the beds of the rivers that access into this province from
the plains on the south, and from the table land of Tartary on the north, is
afforded, and the frequented passes into the hills from these points, will always
be found to follow, in the first instance, the opening formed by the course of
some river, and those ghats which have no facilities of this nature are invariably diilicult, and rarely available for commercial intercourse.
The passes through the Himalaya, are Mana, Niti, Jowar, D a m , and
Byani, which will be hereafter described when treating of Bhote ;the principal
ghats of the plains frequented by trade, are Bilasni, Bhon', Sigdhi, Choki,
Kotdmra, Palpit-, Babi, and Kamgra, in GcrhwaZ ; Dhiktili, Kota, Bhurnom., Timli, Birmdeo, in Kumaon.
Besides these, there are many Chor ghats leading to individual villages,
and seldom travelled except by the neighbouring inhabitants.

I

The roads of communication throughout the province, consist mere-.
ly of narrow foot paths, which are only partially practicable for laden cattle,
while rocky precipices frequently present themselves, which are scarcely
pssable for cattle in any state. These paths, from the nature of the country,
ore seldom direct, but wind along the faces of the mountains or pass over
them, according as facilities of ascent and descent are afforded. No attempt
would appear to have been ever made by former governments to . facilitate
commercial intercourse by the construction of roads calculated for beasts of
burthen :fragments of old roads are to be met with leading to some ef the
principal temples, but as they always proceed directly up the steepest acclivities by means of flights of stone steps, they could only have been intended for
fbot passengem. A road waa also made uoder the Gorkha government through
the centre of the province from the KaZi, or Gogra, to the Alakanmda, and
passing through Alniwa to S-ar,
which fbrmed the continuation of a
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military road of communication extending from Nipal, and was regularly
measured and marked off with coss stones :the construction was left to the
Zemindars of the nearest villages, and therefore little more was done than repairing the existing path: it is, in consequence, not ~uperiorto the cornmom
cross paths of the province. The heaviness of the autumnal rains within the
hills, must ever have rendered it difficultto keep any kind of road in tolerable
repair, as at that seasGn clefts in the sides of the mountain frequently take
place. Military roads of communication have been formed under the Britiqh
government, from the plains to the posts of Almora and Petoragcrh, through
the ghats of Bhamouri and Binndeo. The latter road passes throuih the
Cantonment of Lohd ghat, while a further new mad connecta that poat with
Almora. All these roads are practicable throughout for beasts of burtben+
A commercial road from the plains through the DhiHi pass, has also been
commenced
The rapidity of the mountain rivers offers great impediment to comd c a t i o n and intercourse, more particularly during the rainy m o n , when
(in the absence of bridges,) the traveller, his baggage and cattle can only be
c r o s d over the large rivers by the a s s i w c e #ofthe ghat people, who
swim supported on gourds. The bridges are of four kinds: the firat,
consists of a t3i~gkspar thrown across from bank to bank; the second+
is formed of wccessive layers of timbers, the upper g r a d d y pro;
jecting beyond the lower from either bank towards each other, in the
form of an arch, until the interval in the centre be sufficiently red& to
admit of a single timber being thrown across the upper layers, the ends ofthe
projecting timbepa being secured in the stone piers ; these bridges, which lrnr
called Sahgas, are usually fmm two to three tirpbers wide, and have
sometimes a railing on e&h side. The third description of bridgeq
called the Jhdkr, is constructed af ropes; two sets of cable8 being
stretched across the river, and the en& wmed in the banks, the roedf

I
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way;:.coneisting of slight ladders' . of wood two feet in breadth, is su&
pendid perallel to the cables by ropea of h u t three feet in length,
By this arrangement, the horiiontal cables form a balustrade to support the passenger, while reaching from atep to step of the ladders. TO
d w the Jkrilrr practicable fbr goats and sheep, the inter%ticea of the ladders are sometimes closed up with tGgr laid close to each othhr. A construction of this kind necessarily requires a high bank on both aides, and
where this evident advantage may be wanting, the deficiency of height i s
supplied by a wooden gallows, erected on the two banks over which the ends
of the cables are passed. The folirth and moat simple bridge consists merely
o f a single cable stretched across the stream, to which is suspended a basket
traversing on a wooden ring, thci passenger or baggage being placed in this
basket, it is drawn across by a man on the opposite side by means of a rope
a t t a c k to the bottom : this is termed s Chinks.' The two last descriptions
of bridge are constructed at a 'very t s n g expense, as the ropes used are
mde of a silky species of grass; which is produced in abundance in every part
ofthe province. Iron chain bridges, as described in Turner's Thibet, would
appecrr to have been used in this province at a remote period, but no remain?
of h . n o w exist. A considerable number of bndgee (&zag-18) have . beeq
arected under the British government, and many, from the want of durability
in the timbers, have had to be renewed after three or four years, so that it
will no doubt be eventually found advantageous to resort to the plan of iroa
chain bridges.
The constant succession of f d s and rapids, joined to the rocky nature of
their bedg render the hill rivers imprscticable for boats at any seaaon, while,
during the rsias, a further obstacle is pnxented in the extreme impetuosity
;

.
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of the current. The only boat to be found within the hills is a small canoe,
which plies as a ferry during six months of the year at Srihgm, on the

The buildings of every description throughout the province are constructed of stone laid in day. The private houses are usually of three or
more stories, having slated roofs with gable ends. I n towns, the lower story
forms the shop, and is left open towards the street, but in the interior this part
is appropriated to the cattle. The wood used in buildings, is commonly some
description of pine ;but, where easily procurable, toon is preferred. The floors
arkmade of clay beat down : in some parts of the province, where alates are
not at hand, shingles, or planks of pine are substituted for them in roofing.

.
J

The temples are nearly all built in the same style of architecture: the
principal part, in which the idol is placed, consists of an octagon, from ten to
twelve feet in diameter ; from the height of eight or nine feet, the sides are
made gradually to incline inwards, till they meet ; thus forming a cone, the
apex of which is surmounted by an ornament in the style of a Turk's cap, and
has, sometimes, a slight square projecting roof covered with slates or sheets of
copper: in one side of the octagon is the door, and from this generally projects
a small vestibule, having a pent roof of slate or copper, with a door of entrance
in the gble end.
The Baulis, or covered fountains, are not remarkable either for their size
or beauty : the bounty of niiture, which has f&nished innumerable springs
on every mountain, renders excavation in search of water unnecessary,
and all therefore that is required is a reservoir, enclosed in a small covered
building, to secure the water from waste and contamination : such are the
Baulis, built at the expense of individuals ; a few are, however, to be met
with,. erected by former Rajahs, which exhibit some architectural ornaments
'
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bdug suirourrded by light verandas, supported by pillars, and having their
interior decorated with d p t u r e . The construction of a Bard being eon.aidered a meritorious work, numerous buildings of this description are to be
fount in the neighbowhood of all villages8 and along;oads of particdar resort.
The only buildings which r d n to be descnied, are the forts, which,
from the state of internal government under the ancient Rajaa, were ex- tremely numerous, but the greater number are now mere ruins. They were
usually built of large blocks of hewn stones, neatly fitted to each other, with
loop holes in the w d s for matdocts, or d jirrjds, and were always situh
ated on the peak of some mountain, from which circnmstance no doubt they
derived their name of Kahnga The ch&e of their position depended on the
difficultiesof approach, the steepness of the aides of the mountains, and the
proximity of water. The mountain, towards the summit, was rendered as perpendicular as possible by scarping, and where the ridge spprolching the peak
admitted, a trench was dug across, which was passable only by means of a
removable bridge. Having thus deecribed the form and nature of the buildinga in this province, the number and extent of its towns will now be noticed
d

I

I

Tbe slender and diffUsed nature of the resources, joined to the difficulties
of tramport in these mountains, by rendering the supply of provisions to a
large community precarious, must ever have checked the establishment of
towns or large villages. It war consequently, at the immediate seat of government alone, that a population $0 any extent was ever collected, and such was
the origin of Ahnora, Srinagar, Chumpbat, and Joshimath, the only towns in
this province. The latter, though never the place of reaidence of the actual
rovereign, yet owed its existence to the presence of the IzlfzuaZ, and the
numerous establishment of the templevofBadarinatn, and ae the Riiwal possessed absolute authority in the districts round J o s h t h , and had always the
. disposal of a considerable annual income, he may be considered in the light of
N

n

a petty prince. With the exception of these four places, there is not a single
place that can boast of a permanent bazar, or that contains 120 houses.
Almora, situated in latitude 29"/24', longitude 79" 3Y, is built on the top
of a ridge, running east and west, and elevated 5400 feet above the sea : it was
founded about three centuries and a quarter ago, by a Raja of the last dynasty,
who, at that period, having extended his dominion over the western districts,
removed his court from Charnpdwat to Almora, as a centrical point of his kingdom. From the nature of its situation, it is confined to a single street, nearly
three quarters of a mile in length, paved with stone, and consisting of two bazars, divided from each other by Fort Almora, and the ancient palace of the
Rajas. Detached houses, chiefly inhabited by Brahrhins, are scattered along
each face of the mountain below the town. A t the western extremity, and
immediately joining on the town, are the lines of the regular troops, in the
rear of which is the fortification now termed Fort Moira: at the eastern extremity is a small martello tower, called St. Mark's. The palace of the
Rajas consisted of a confused pile thrown together in an irregular style, and
as the whole was in a state of considerable decay, it was ih conseqpence knocked
down, and the materials appropriated to the public works: the principal
part of the ground on which it stood, is now occupied by the jail. There are
several temples in Almra, but none requiring any particular mention.
By an enumeration in 1831, the number of houses in the town and suburbs was
found to be 742, divided among the differept classes and castes as follows :-

.....................
Brahmins, ..................
Merchants and Bankem,..lsB
Goldsmiths, ...............
Petty Traders, .......,....

228

40

Dancing a

Not

~.~...............
..............
Stone Cutters, ......;.....
Tradesmen, .................
Masons and Carpenters, 33 Not engaged ia trade,,,,,,,
Blacksmiths,............
Copper Smiths, .........

228 Doms,

Hindus,

m4

............

in trade,

53

63 C i e ra.,......s.....,..

,,. 19

127 MoAammeLns
51

15

51
18

27

8
8

The number of inhabitants will hereafter be detailed under the head of
population.

,

The Kacheri and other civil buildings are at Almora, but the homes of-

the civilians are at Hawehgh, which is considered ' as the civil station,'
and at which the provincial battalion is cantoned: this place is five milea
north of Alrnora. The town of Abma, from having become the station for
the regular troops and the civil establishments, has, during the last six years,
much increased in the number of its inhabitants, and many new houses have
been erected during this period. Undar the Gorkha government, the town
was fast hastening to decay.
Srinagar, the antient capital of GerRwaZ, is situated in lat. 30' 14', long.
78" ST,and is built in a valley on the bank of the Ahkanandu, the principal
branch of the Ganges. I t owes its origin to an ancestor of the present Raja of
Gerhwal, who, about three centuries
having established the monarchy @f
Gerhwal, founded the town of Srinagar, and established it as the capital.
'

-

As the whole trade of Gerhwul soon centered there, it would appear at
one period to have attained a very flourishing condition, and far exceeded
A l m a in extent. and population; but during the last twenty .years, this
town llas suffered most severely from the successive calamities of earthquake, flood, and invasion, and to these must now be added the decreaae of
trade : by the recent partition of GerRmal, it has lost all share in. the trade
of that portion of the country made over to the Raja,, while the greater part

of the traflic from the eastern district, which formerly .centered in Srinagar,
now flows direct through the more convenient passes of 1Yamm.m From
these causes, the merchants are daily deserting to Almora or flh, (the
capital of the Raja) and the few who remain are 'retained there principally
by the influx o f pilgrims, who annually psss through the town in their route
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to Badatimth. The town contains .me bazar, running north and aoutl~; I n
1891, the number of houses was 568, distributed as follows :
D w

96 MoRablYmeduns,......

...ma.......e........

...... 28 I Hi?ulns, ........*............458
Brahmins, ..................129
Merchants and Gold
Smiths, ...............1 %
Dancing Girls, ............ 30
Gosaens, ..................73
Petty Traders and not

,

engagedintrade,

...

The number sf Hindu temples is very great : nearly forty. receive
dowanees from the government, but none of these buildings are dmerving
of description. The palace of the Raja mu& once have been a handatme
Iltructure, and, cmsidering the poverty of the country and difficdties of
building here, is certainly deserving oE admiration. It consisted of an exteneive quadrangle, having three grand fronts, each four stories high, with projecting porticeee, the whole of the lower part M
n
g profusely ornamented with
rcu1ptur.e neatly executed. The materials consist of large wrought blocks of a
c h e grained black stone, laid in mortar. The greater p-ortion of this bailding
has been thrmvn down by earthquakes, and the three porticma abovemeationed, are now done standing. Tbe native eataMishments for the revenue
and police of the western half of the Gerhwal districts are stationed in
-ar,
and there are two J h u h and a canoe for crossing the Alak~manda
-liehed,
and in the immediate vicinity of the tm.
,

Cbntpdwat, in long. 79. W , Iat. 49.19: and elevateds five thousand
fbur hundred and seventy ket above the aea, is situated in the ditriet ef Ku&*en,
near the extremity ui' the province : it waa originally a village,

the residence of the principal Zemindar of that quarter, but became,
between six and seven centuries past, thc capital of a small independent
principality, established by the Zemindar in question, out of the wrecks of
the ILziUm monarchy destroyed at that period : it subsequently became the
entrepot for the trade of Tartary, passing,from the Dharmcr gha~to BeUwrJy,
in the plains; and to this circumstance must be ascribed its continued
existence as a town, and its retention of a bazar, after it had ceased to be
'the residence of the court. The present number of houses is sixty-one, of
which forty-six are shops : the antient palace of the Rajas, and the fort in
which it stood, are now a heap of ruins. The Kacheri of the TehiZdar, for
the eastern districts of Kamaon, is stationed here, and three mil- north of the
town, at a place called'loku &ut, is a military cantonment, at which is stationed a fmce for the protection of the frontier. Another post of the same kind
is established twenty-two miles north of Lohu g h t , at Petoragerk. Two small
fortifications have been recently erected a t these posts.

.

Jo~kimth, long. 79"39, lat. SOO'SS', is aituaed near the junction of the
BMAtnganga and Dauli, (brmches of the Ganges) and is elevated 7,500
feet above the sea. The MmzZ, and other attendants of the temple of
Badminath, reside here during half the year, when the temple is Mocked up
with snow. There are 119 houses, distributed aa follows:
91
Brahmins,
Merchants,
14
Cultivators,
68
Doms,
16
Some trade ie carried on from this town with Tartary, through the
Mana and Niti p e s .

...............
.............
............
...................

Bagemm, situated at the conflux of the river Sq'u and Gomati, long.
79' 56', lat. ago 50'. contains a bazar consisting of fortytwo shops, which
0 0
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are all the property of the Almora merchants, erected solely with a view to
the Tartar trade, two considerable fairs taking place here annually: as
these houses are only inhabited during two or three months in the year, they
must be considered rather as coming under the description of a temperary
Gu.j, than of a town. From the great improvement in the Tartar trade,
within the last six years, the number of houses in this place has greatly
increased.
Some notice of the size of the villages may now be taken. From the na.
ture of the arable land in this province, as already described, it rarely occursthat such quantity exists in 'any one spot, as to require the labor of a
large resident population : the villages are consequently, with a few exceptions, universally small, and are, in fact, nothing more than detached hamlets,
scattered along the sides and bases of the mountains, wherever facilities for
cultivation are afforded.

.

The total of inhabited villages and hamlets, as will be seen by the accompanying statement (a) amounts to 9034, while the whole number of houses
contained in them, is only 44,569, giving an average of nearly five houses to
each village. The number of hamlets consisting of one house is very great,
while only 2% villages are to be found in the prqvince, which exhibit more
than 50 houses, and the largest village exhibits 115 houses. On this head, I
regret that it is not in my power to offer more certain information than such
as is derived from an estimate of the average of inhabitants to each house
throughout the province. An attempt was made to ascertain the amount by
actual enumeration, and, as far as related to the towns, this measure was executed without difficulty, but in the interior, obstacles occurred which rendered
the attempt nugatory. The revenue officers,from the extent of their jwisdictions, and the smallness of their establishments, were necessitated to call in
the aid .of the Kamins and Styanas, and the returns furnished through this

OF KAMAON.
assistance, exhibited such extraordinary incongruity, both with respect to

the proportion of males and females, and to the average rate of inhabitants
to each house in different villages, that no reliance could be placed on them.
This inaccuracy must be ascribed, no doubt, to a suspicion on the part
of the land-holders, that the information was required solely with a view to
some fiscal arrangement, as, under the former government, the amount of the
cultivating population had formed one of the principhl grounds in the adjustment of the village assessment. A recourse to the mode now adopted was,
therefore, found to be unavoidable ; and it remains to consider the principle
on which the estimated average has been founded.

'
,

!

T h e state of population in the towns does not afford an exact criterion
on which to form a judgment of that in the interior, as the inhabitants of the
former, from the difficulties of procuring grain, are compelled to maintain a
part of their family in villages. To this cause must be ascribed the smallness
of the average exhibited in Almora and Srinagar, the former being five and a
half, and the latter not quite four and a quarter to each house, a rate which by.
no means corresponds with the size of the houses, or can be reconciled to the
custom of the country. The erection of a house, from the nature of its mate.
rials, requires a very considerable outlay : this consideration tends greatly to
check the subdivision and separation of families, and many generations are
constantly to be found residing under the same roof. Under these circumstances, the proportion now assumed, of six and a half residents to each house,
will not perhaps be thought excessive. Taking, therefore, the number of
houses in Kamaon and the annexed pergunnas of Gerhwal, as exhibitedin
statement (a) at 44,569, the above average will yield a population for the
interior, induding Bhote, 989,698 souls. To this must be added the inhabitants of the towns, amounting to 7348, and if a further addition of 4@0
be made for troops, camp followers, and civil establishments, the total of
the residents in the province may be estimated at 300,046, giving about Q$
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snow in
square mile. As however j of the province, consisting of
the north, and turraee in the south, is almost wholly uninhabited, the pro=
portion in the remaining parts will be about 4Q& persons to the square mile.
The proportion of Mohammedans is extremely small, as they are onIy
to be found in the towns of Alnrora and S k z g a r , and in two or three
villages along the Ghats to the plain-s; the former amount to 4941, and the
htter 1% ;to theae may be added the troops and camp followers of the rame
sect, tim mated at 100, and the total will then stand at 748.
t o tbe

A detail of the inhabitants of the towns is here eubjoined :
Almora,

..,...

grin~9

e.....

Champawat,
Johatb,

......
......

Houses.

Midis.

Pemaks.

C%il&en.

742

1369

1178

068

561

945

887

Sla

338 details not given.

61
18%

.

2.25

322

101

The great proportion of

females to males in the latter town, may be ~IJ&bed to the number of female slaves, the property of the temple of Badadhth.

,

On the Zoology of the province, it is not pretended. to offer scientific
'descriptions, but merely to notice any peculiarities to be found among the
animals in these mountains. The animals of the B h a r or Tarsi are too
well known to require any notice ; but it may be statkd, that the elephants
in that quarter are numerous, and many of the her& are represented by the
Zemindars as very large. A few of these animals are annually caught by
means of X d i elephants, at the expense of the Nawab of Rampur. The
practice of digging pib is forbidden, and as the elepbanta are now little
molested, it is to be hoped that they may, at some future .period, prove available to the service of the atate. The domestic auixwls are the m e as in the

plains, but of smaller size :horses and asses must, however, be excepted, for
of the former there are only a few ponies, which are imported from Tkrtary,
. and of tbe latter there are none. The hill sheep have invariably short tails
like deer. Further notice will be taken of the cattle, when on the subject
of agriculture. The wild animals are tigers, by whom great numbers of
people are annually destroyed, leopards, bears, jackals, wild cats, weaselg
Bying squirrels, moles, porcupines, rats, and mice, monkeys, two varieties,
the bender and la&.
The beasts of chase are wild boars, and dve specie
of deer, two, the jarao and sarao, large, and three, the tirar or chamois, the
ghh-e~
and the khaker, small ; also hares, The animal8 peculiar to the Himalaya will, hereafter, be noticed in a separate article. Atncmg the birda are,
one eagle, vultures, kites, hawks, ravens, crows, daws, jays, wood-peckers
and an endless variety of amall birds. The game birds are pheasants, five
varieties, all di&ring from the Europe, jungle fowl, partridges, three sorts,
quails, woodcocks, peacocks, snipes, and wild fowl. The latter, as well a(l
other aquatic birds, are very rare, owing, in an probability, to the rapidity of
all the mountain rivers. The common barn door fowl is bred by the inhrcr
bitants of low caste.
\

Reptiles are by no means nllmeraus. The snakes rrre of three or four
kinds, but aII harmless excepting the Cobra e a p h 2 this last Is, however, onIg
to be met with in low hot situations, such as Srimgar, where fatal accidents
occasionally occur from its bite. This remark applies aJso to scorpions, those
an the tape of the mountains being very small, with little or BO venom. The
remaining reptiles are goramps, armadillos, lizarde, asps, f~ogs,toads, &c.
The riven and lakes, in these hills, offer very few ~ a r i e t iof
~ h h , MU
probably exceeding seven or eight, among which are the trout and eel :
alligators and turtles are not found higher than the Tarai. Land crabs
are common,

The rivers, for m e distance from the Himalaya,

am entireIy
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free from e v e v description of fish, owing, probably, to the coldness of the
water from the snows.
The insects are extremely numerous, but offer no new or peculiar varieties; and it will therefore be sufficient to mention the bees, which are of two
kinds. The domestic bee varies only in size from that of Europe, being
considerablysmaller. The hives for their reception, which are to be met
within almost every villhge, consist merely of a log of wood, hollowed
out, and the ends stopped with pieces of boards fitted in, and so fastened
as to admit of being easily removed. A swarm of bees being procured
in the common mode, the hive is then built into one of the outer walls of the
house, and a small hole is made at one end for the egress and ingress of
the bees. When the honey is considered as ready, the bees are driven out
by a continued knocking on the inner end of the hive, the hole of entrance
is then stopped to prevent their immediate return, and the board at the back
being removed, the honey is taken out ;afte; which the hive is restored to its
original state, and the bees suffered to retake possession, The quantity
of wax afforded by these bees is trifling ; the honey is,'however, remarkably white and fine flavored. The wild bee, which exactly corresponds
with the humble bee of Europe, builds its nest on the rocks and in the caves
at the base of the snowy mountains : as their honey is not an object, the'
nests are not taken till voluntarily evacuated, and being tliua unmolested the
bees continue, year after year, to build at the same spot. The nests in question yield from two to eight seers of wax each. It may be remarked, that
locusts rarely visit these hills : some considerable flocks made their appenr.
ance in 1820, after an interval of twenty years, but they were almost immediately destro~edby rain,

As the diversity of temperature and climate to be found at the various
degrees of elevation on the mountains, tends so greatly to multiply the

varieties of vegetable products, some description of the former appear8
requisite.
The heat is generally moderate, as will be seen from the annexed statement of the average range of the thermometer in the shade, throughout the
twelve months.
7 A.M.

....... 35O
February,.....,. 37O
March,......... M0

January,..

7 A. M. 8 P. M.

2 P. M.

July,

47O
55O

.

61°

.............. 72O

August,

.......... 72'
,......

67O

75O

October,,

55O

69O

42O

60°

73O

........
November.......

June,

76'

December

.....,....... lSO

66'

79O

September

............ &IrO
M a y,............. 5T0
April,

78O

....... M0

52O

1

These observations were taken at Hawil B q h , an elevation of 3887 feet
above'the ses. The heat necessarily diminishes, as the height increases. A t
Almoru, which is, as already stated, 5400,feet above that level, the difference
is between two and,three degrees less than the above average, and so on
in proportion. During the cold season, on the contrary, from the greater
evaporation, the thermometer, before sun-rise, is always lowest in the valleys,
and the frost more intense there than on hills of moderate height, (that is
below 7000 feet,) while at noon the sun is more powerful., The extremes,
in twenty-four hours, have been mpre than once 18' and 51°, being adif.
ference of 83" ; an inequality which proves destructive of horticulture,
and highly injurious to trees until they have attained a certain age,
after which they are no longer affected by such changes. Snow by
no .means falls equally every season; the natives fix every third year as
likely to be snowy. No year, howeter, passes without its partial occurrence,
The snow never lies but on the mountain tops and ridges, and from
thence it soon disappears, unless sheltered from the sun by forests-: where the

'

latter are thick, it remains many months. It may, in most years, be found on
the summit of the Ghagar range, between Alrnora and the plains, ao lab aa
the middle of May.
No month in the year is without rain: the periodical w o n for
its fall is from the middle of September, and there usually. occur five
or six days of contiaued rain in the end of February, or beginning of
March. During the remainder of the year, it is partial and uncertain. In
April and M;~, the rain is usually attended with violent storms of thunder
and of hail. From the recadt of observations made with a pluviameter at
Haun'l Bagh, it may be assumed that, one year with anather, the average quantity of rain in the twelve months, is between forty and fifty inchea. Thunder
is frequent and always loud ; buildings are often struck, and lives occasionally destroyed by lightning.
The eoil on the ridgea and sides of the mountains is generaw BQor and
am,while the depth of earth is seldom great, and rock is commonly to ba
met with at 8 few feet from the surface : in aucb situations, therefore, the aid
of frequent supplies of manure ia ~ q u i r e dto renew the fertility OE the laad

I n the valleya, which consist almost wholly of alluvial mil, deposited by the
rivere, or washed down from the mountains by the rains, the land is tolerably
productive, though not to be compared with that in the Tarai or the plains.
Among the trees, the most numerous are the pinea, 8flCbrding eight m&
ties, some of them remarkable far their size and qualities. T h e oak also
o&ra six or seven species, all differing from the Europe oaJc, with the exrep
tion of the ilex, which ia similar. T o these may be added therhododendron,
two $0- white and red, horse chesnut, toon, kc., an endless variety, some
commna to the plains, a d othera peculiar to the hills. The fruit trees include

the apple, pear, apricot, c k r y , wglnut, pomegranate, mulberry, peach, mangb,
pma, orange, lemon, two kinds, citron, four kinds, plainbaih, arbutus or
tree atrawberry, r a s p b e e barberry, grape-'vine, blackberry, and giwuin, be.
sidee some peculiar to the hills, as tha b k m r a , and the chdiA, or butter tree,
whieh p r h c e a n smdl edible fruit in the shape of a pear, coataining a saca*
from' the kernel of which is formed the butter, while frbm. the aaccharha
matter contained in the flowers, a species of s u e r M also manufactwed.' 'I;b
canelude the list of fruib, the strawberry, the *&(leimeton, a d pumpkin,
hap be added. Among the shfibs it wilt be only ..r)ecesgaryto rPeritidn the
dog rose and hawthorn, si&mcica,
from the 'bark of which pper. ii mama4
factured, and the dalchini, (the wild ciixihlon.) aatden vegetddes were-urn;
flned ta anions, turnips, m e e t potatoes, egg pknrs, a d kucumbers, k i l l rm
markable for their size and flavor; spinach was also much cultiptad
Potatoes have now been introduced with partial success, but the greater numk ' a f Eutope vegetables have been found .tathrive extremely wd, The
fluwen dre.extxemely truraerom ; the 'most tmarkahle (rre lillies, mimy vai
.

rieties, flag@,pbdaa, wild tulips, &ci kc.
8

..

.

'

..

'.

.

. ..

.

.

,

,

. .,

..;la'
,

Hitherb thC a l p miner& d i ~ c a ~ c ~ e d , aIhe
n &csark metrcla, oi* copper,
iron, atld lead; The ~opper'iapmduced ia niw p- of.the ptov&ce,' thuugh
not ahvays dn the s
a
w species of d;the matria ih some of the mines ,%eing
a dark m d y stone, and in-others a whita.saapyrock The principal rninms now
wmked, are Gaweli
ha K h a n , N a g - and Dhqm,in C h r h L .
Each mine caisista of.a~hahmrtalshaft, lrrufi into -the side sf 'a mombin :.
these ebdtb are abmt 3&.fethw.brgi%& -fwt widpi and haw their %loamgm'
h a l l p ! dwliniag tos~ar&,themonth, to prevent the water &om. lying: and accumulating. ' Wliere a dck v0ib dietovere4 - traveksee df the. same descrip..
,tion as the shaft:,are strodt off, owdowhen.the ere is eh&stdd.d new mine is.
commenced near the old one. This measure is adopted also when the old mine,
'

~

from eartbcpllte, OF other muse, k a m e s blocked up by the falling in of tlie
Q q

'
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roof. Some of these shafts are carried for a very considerable distance into the
bosom of the mountain. The period of mining is during the cold and hot weather, when the produce is. collected at the mouth of the pit, where it is washed by the womeb and children, a small stream being always conveyed-thither
for the purpose :the clean ore ,is then carried to the hotam of the .miners,
where the greater .part remains for smelting till the rainy season. Two
or three men only are employed in working at the same time, and
these aie relieved every hourb .The ore is brought out of the mine, on buffaloe hides, which are dragged along the ground by boys, with a rope tied to
one end, and passed round their bodies. The instruments used are merely
hammers, small iron wedges, and cro* b k ; strips of ,turpentine fir are
used for Irgbt. The copper usually sells on the epot for sixty rupee8 ffie
ma.und
,

,

.

Iron exists in all parts of the province, and as the process of extracting
it is etremely simple, a great number of mines are constantly worked.
The ore is found near the surface, in. extensive strata of rocks, but varying very materially in appearance at di&rent mines. I n preparing the iron,
the ore is, in the fitst instance, broken small, and roaeted by the miners, until
the whole quantity 'adheres together, forming a single mass : in this state it
i~delivered by them, for the further process, to the blacksmiths, by whom
the roasted ore is once more broken amall, and then exposed in crucibles to
a utmng heat, su6cient to-fuse the vitreous matter, whish run8 off through a
hole left for that purpose. The metal remain8 in the crucible, and is then
beaten up into mall bars fm the market, where it sells at a price fluctuating
between 3-8 and 4 rupees per maund The common produce at the Werent mines is from 40 to 50 per cent. So imperfect, however, L the unehing,
that from la;to 14 is, subsequently, lost in working up this iron,

Of lead, a fen mines exist in the province, but none of them are worked.

OF EAMAON.
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The rocks of the southern and midland parts of the province offer littIe
variety, consisting Jmost uniformly of coarse mica, containing nodules of
quartz, sand stone, and slate. In the northern districts, the prevailing kinds
we granite, quartz in large/ masses, and white marble. Garnets, of an inferior description, are to be found every where embodied in quartz or mica.
Rock chrystal exists in plenty in the Himalaya O~ganicremains and fossil
bone8 are also found in that part d the country; the former consists of nwdrep e s and sakzgrums ; the bones would appear to have belonged to some large
.nimnl of the ox species, probably the yak. Bitumen is found on the summits of many of the high mountains in the province : it exudes from the
crevices in the rock, and is of a dark black color, with a strong unpleasctnt
odour. It is used in medicine by the natives, under the name afSir(u'iit.
A white saponaceous stone, resembling and used for the same purposes
as pipe clay, is produced in many places. In Gerhwul,
various .vessels a re
1
turned from it, which, when polished, have the. appearance 'of marble.
They retain liquid, but being extremely brittle, are little used.

If volcanic appearances are ever discovered, it will no doubt be in the
Himalqqra range : a few hot springs are to met with in the passes through
it ;the,heat of theae vary ;one at B*'~tk,
where it issues.fiomthe ground,
ebows a heat of 1%" Fahrenheit, . The inhabitants ~esidmgat the base of the
rsnge in question, atate that smoke is occasionally seen to rise fiom the inher. The fkequent wcurrence of earthquakes renders it possible, that some
volcano is situated there, but the inaccessible nature-of the, interior of the
Hitna@a, must ever rqnder it impossible to ascertain its existence. by actual
inspection.

iI

-With respect to the origin of the inhabitanfa, recourse can only be had to
vague traditions and conjectures. The country, from its situation, must

,
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necessarily have been peopled from the table landof Tmtaty, or the plains
of Hkrdudan. Judging, however, from the personal appearance of the inhabiants, their religion, and language, the latter appears the moat probable, as
had the first settlers been Tar-,
some communication wlould doubtlessly
have been maintained with the mother country, by subsgaent migration from
thence. The original occupants of the country, whenever they may ha&
come, would appear to have been completely uncivilized, and wholly igno.
n n t of agriculture and of the common aits of life. A t a pdriod, compantively
speaking, nbt very iemete, the celebrity of the HinsaZqyu, i s the Hindu
Mythology, by ipdtking a constant resort of pilgrims, led 'to the gradual cola
by natives of various parts of ' ~ h d w t a f rr,h o introeization of the
duced.their religion and kmwledge 4 and the country having, by these means,
been rendered an object of competition, its invasion and conquest soon
hliowed. Such are the current traditfehg ! a d their sirnphcity entitles them

.

Of the aborigines, a ~ lremman0,
l
p e r t i ~ i o u adheringto
d~
the mstoms
of their ancestors, are to be found in the M a t s or Rajs. They are now
reduced to. a b u t twenty fimiliee, who wander in the rude .freedom of w a g e
life, along the line of fm&b situated u n h the eastern'part of the Himalaya,
in this province. I n aU probability the ootcask~,. or Dmns, an.in part
deacendrurts f b m them ; a conjectnre that is founded chi*
an,t w o
eircumstmces, firut, the great difference k the permael appearance of the
DmDu from tbe other inhabitants, many of the f ' r havhg cu~-lfh&,
inchhg to Wool,. n d being all extremely black, and s e k u d y , the dmost
universd state . d hereditary slavery in which the . B n w ate f o n d here.
With the origin of this slavery, even the proprietors are unacquainted,. it
may, however, easily be explained, by supposing a part of the aborigines
to have bean sebd, .adted~ced!to ilik c o ~ i o nby the first colonists

abdvementioned.

. ,

.

.

.
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The aanctity of the Himalaya in Hindu mythology, by no means necessarily implies the pre-existence of the Hindu religion. in this province, as
the enormous height and grandeur of that range visible from the plains would
have been sufficient to recommend it as a scene for the penances of gods and
heroes. The worship of Vishnu would appear to have been introduced into
this province by missionaries, from the peni~lsulaof India. All the most celebrated shrines and temples dedicated to the incarnations of that deity, owe
their undoubted foundation to the former princes of that quarter, and to the
present moment these temples, including Badarinath, Kedarnath, Ragh2math,*
at Deoprag, Narsinlr, at Joslu'math, &c., are exclusively administered to by
priests, natives of the peninsula. T o the polytheism of the Hindu creed, has
been here ailperadded a variety of local superstitions, and the great bulk
of the population are now Hindus in prejudices and customs, rather than in
religion. Every remarkable mountain, peak, cave, forest, fountain and rock
has its presiding demon or spirit, to which frequent sacrifices are offered, and
religious ceremonies continually performed by the surrounding inhabitants a t
small temples erected on the spot. These temples are extremely numerous
throughout the country, and new ones are daily erecting ; while the temples
dedicated to Hindu deities, in the interior, are, with a few exceptions, deserted
and decayed. The ceremonies peculiar to the local deities are uninteresting : on particular festivals, dancing forms a principal part, when the
dances are performed by any number of men, who move round in a circle
with various contortions, their motions being regulated by the slow measure of
song, which is sung by the leader of the party, the rest joining in the chorus.

.

The former government, together with the principal people of the pro-

* Although it is scarcely possible that the author of this paper should have been misinformed,
yet the general impression derivable from original authorities is, that some of these are shrines of
Sita, not of Visinu.-H. H. W.
RF
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vince, and the inhabitants of the towns, professed.the pure Hindu Brahminical
tenets. Eitber from the absence of any intimate connection with Mohammedsn
powers, or fro& an abhorrence of the excess committed by Mohammedan
invaders against the Brahrninical worship, in this and other countries, rtrong
prejudices were ever entertained against that sect. The profession of the
Mohammedan religion was rather tacitly permitted, than apsnly tolerated in
both K a a m aqd Gerhwal, and no public processions, TazMs, &c., were ever
d e r e d to take plaoe either at A h r a or Srinagar, at which places only
Mchamrnedans are to be found in my aumber.

T h e institution of caste exists here, among the upper ranks, in its utmoat
rigour, and any infringement of its ordinances or restrictions is immediately
followed by degradation, nor can a restoration to the privileges of caste be
obtained, but by uqderpieg vsrious prescribed penances agreeable to the nsture
of the ofknce. In the interior, the inhabitants are comprised under three
classes only, Brahmins, Rajputs, and Dorns: in the towns, other castes and '
branches are to be found. The principal classes of Brahmins are Josh&,
Pcznflu, and Pandes, in Kamaon, and Khrrmdhis and DobkaLP, in G e r h l ,
all of which are extremely scrupulous and prejudiced. Among the bwer
ranks of Brahmins, great latitude is taken in regard to labor, food, &c., and
their claim to the distinction of that caste .is, in cowequence, little
recognised: the mass of the labouring population, from similar causes,
have still less preteaaims to the designation of Rajputs, which they assume.
The Doms are, of course, out castea, and to them are left the whole of
the inferior trades, those of carpenters, masons, blacksmiths, coppersmiths, quarriers, miners, tailors, musicians, &c., and by them also are performed the
i n ~ s menial
t
offices.
,

'

The ceremonies and periods at which marriages are concluded, are
almost wholly airnilar to those fillowed by the Hindus in the plains. A 8um

.

.

of money is, however, invariably paid by the suitor to the neareat relation of
the bride, a practice reprobated in the plains. This sum varies from twentyfive to a thousand rupees, accarding to the rank and property of the parties,
and from this amount are defrayed the expences of the marriage ceremonies,
and of the bride's portion. I n equq marriages, among the high classes of
landholders and merchants, and among the Brahmins, the disbursement
generally exceeds the sum received from the bridegroom. .In ca& of
second and subsequent engagements entered into by persons of this
description, the new bride is received on terms'of,inferiority to the first
wife, and the dower, and other expences, are less proportionate to the sum paid.
The latter observation applies to all contracts of this nature, which take
place in the remaining classes of the population, such transactions being, in
point of E c t and custom, one of regular sale, conveyiog to the husband and
his heirs, the free and disposable property in the person of the wife, a right
which, though now not recognised, was, under the former governments, daily
put in practice. When the means of the suitor are insufiicient to satisfy the
demands of the parents, an equivalent is sometimes accepted in the personal
services of the former, for a given pedod of years. The marriage is completed on the signing of the contract, and at its expiration, the contractor is at
liberty to carry away his wife.
\

\

The custom of many brothers having one wife in common, haa long
ceased to be practised in any parts of this province, but the widow of an elder
brother is commonly re-married to the next brother.
I

~

The dead bodies are here burnt, with the usual Hindu ceremonies.
Where
'death may have ensued from any disorder supposed to be contagious,
. .
the body is usually buried in the first instance, and after the lapse of two or
three months, the remains are dug up and burnt on a pile. Satis werl
numerous under the former government, but have.now greatly decreased,

I
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andthe annual average does not now amount to three. As 'this practise is
now confined wholly to the Rajput families of the highest class (which are
by no means numerobs) it may-be expected to become daily more-rare. The
other classes have almost invariably proved most ready to listen to the persuasions of the public native officers, and have been satisfied with the salvo
offered to their character, by the ostensible intention and preparation without proceeding to the completion of the sacrifice.
\

.

-

There are no public institutions of the nature of schools, and private
tuition is almost wholly confined to the upper classes. The teachers are
commonly Brahmins, who impart to their scholars the mere knowledge of
reading, writing, and accounts. The children of respectable Brahmins are
also taught Sanscrit, and are occasionally sent to Benares to complete
their studies, where they pass through the usual course of Hindu education,
consisting of theology, astronomy, judicial astrology, and sometimes medicine.
The Pundits here, however, by no means appear to excel in any one of these
branches, as the most learned usually resort to the courts of the Hindu native
princes in the plains. The colloquial language is pure Hindi, derived chiefly
from the Sanscrit, without any admixture of Persian. The terminations and
punctuations are, however, extremely corrupt, more particularly in the
northern pergunnas. The language used in Gerhwal differs very considerably
from that of Kamuon. The bulk of the population in both parts are, however,
acquainted with Hindustani, as spoken in the plains.
I n the. division of time, the Hindu mode is exclusively followed, and the
years in use are also Hindu, being the Sambaf and Saka. The latter is the
most generally adopted in written documents : it differs from the Sambat by
a period of thirty-five years.
The religious establishments are numerous, and the lands assigned for

.

their supprt amount to about one-fifteenth of the total arable lands of the
province. Under the former government, large wms were distributed on
particular 'occasions, and festivals to the temples of the favorite deities, a few
of which will be here particularly noticed.
The shrine of ~ad&r&h, dedicated to an incarnation of Vishnu, and one
6f the host sacred in the Hindu mythology, is situated within the HimaZqu,
in the Maw pass, immediately below the village of that name. The temple
is built on the bank of the Bishmgangar, immediately over the site of a
hot spring, the existence of which no doubt led to the original selection of
this remote spot. The present building, a modern erection, is small and
neat, the material being a hard white stone, and the roof formed of copper
tiles. The constant danger from avalanches, renders a contracted style
of building indispensable, and even with these precautions, many former
temples have been overwhelmed and destroyed. The Rdwul, or chief priest,
who administers this institution, is invariably a Brahmin from the Carnatic,
or Malabar coast, no other description of Brahmin being allowed to touch the
idol. To prevent any inconvenience or cessation of the religious rites, in the
event of the sickness or death of the Ra'wal, a Brahmin of the same caste
remains in attendance at Joshirnath. The Ra'wal has a regular' establishment
of viairs and secretaries, treasurers, &c., to manage the temporal concerns of
the institution, and under the firmer Rajas, this personage exercised supreme

,
I

and uncontrouled authority in the villages attached to the temple. The
shrine, notwithstanding its extraordinary sanctity, is far from rich. The
idol is adorned with only one jewel, a diamond of moderate size, in the
middle of its forehead, while the whole paraphernalia, including ornaments,
dresses, gold and silver utensils, &c., do not exceed 5,000 rupee6 in value.
As some explanation of this comparative poverty, it may be stated, that on .
the Oorkha invasion of Gerhwal, the Raja took jewels and plate to the

amount of 50,000 rupees, as a loan from the temple. The revenues of the
sS
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temples are derived from two sources--the offerings of votaries, and the
rents of assigned lands ; but the difficulties of access, by checking the remit
of rich pilgrims, renders the first branch less productive than might have been
expected. The season of pilgrimage commences at the beginning of May,
when the temple is opened, and concludes in November, when it is again
closed : in ordinary years, the number of pilgrims varies from seven to ten
thousand, of which, however, the greater portion are Jogis and Byragis. The
ofkings in such years, amount to between 4 and 5,000 rupees, but at the Ktinr,
and half Kdm, the numbers and receipts are proportionably greater. In
1830, the pilgrims who reached the temple, amounted to Q,000, while
many thousands turned back from the fear of the cholera, &hi& then raged

in Gerhwal, or fell sacrifices to that distemper on the road. The receipts, at
the same time, were 15,750 rupees, exclusive of gold and silver ornaments
and vessels, to the value of neat three thousand more. The refrenue derived
fmm land by no means corresponds with the number of villages with which the
temple is endowed. The institution possesses no less than two hundred and
twenty-six villages, one hundred and seventy in Gerhzual and fifty-six in Kaonaolr.
Ofthe former, many are large and populous, and were acquired rather from the
poverty than the piety of the former Rajas, having been assigned in satisfaction
of considerable loans. The rents are paid partly in produce and partly in money,
agreeably to the specification in the original grants. As the proprietors of
these villages were almost universally Brahmins, the assessment was fixed-in
permanency at a very low rate in the deeds in question. The value of the
proceeds of every description from these villages, may be estimated at 9,000
rupees ;,1,500 from Gerhwal, and 500 from Kamcwn The expenditure is re
gulated, in some measure, by the receipts, and consists chiefly in the support
of the Ba'ml and numerous establishment, in the daily distribution of food
and alms to pilgrims, and i n the regular allowances to Brahmins on various
festivals. In ordinary years, the disbursements exceed, by a few hundred
rupees, the gross income, as above estimated, at between 6 and 7,000 rupee$

in which case the deficiency is supplied by loans, which are liquidated by the
surplus proceeds of productive years. In the year 1820, the sum of 7,500
rupees was, in this manner, devoted to clear off former incumbrances. These
statements have been formed from the original detailed account& which, from
the various checks that exist in their formation, must be generally accurate.
During the winter months, the temple is blocked up and covered with snow,
and the attendants remove to Pandkesar and Joshimath
The temple of Kedizmtfth, similarly aituated in the Himalaya, is also
dedicated to an incamation of Vishnu. The present building is larger and
handsomer than that at B&,
and has only recently been completed at
the expense of Kajee Amer Sinh and his family. The Ra'wal here is also
invariably a native of the Malabar coast, of the Lingam+ sect. He does not,
however, perform the religious ceremonies in person, but resides constantly
at llM.hath, and sends his deputy (of the same class) to Kedarnath. The
season of pilgrimage, and the number of pilgrims, are nearly the mme
at both temples, a previous visit to Kehrnath being considered a necessary
preparation to the pilgrimage to Badcubtlrth. A few pilgrima annually
devote themselves to destruction there, either by precipitating themselves
from the summit of a particular rock, or by penetrating into the Himalaya,
till overwhelmed in the snow. The receipts and disbursements of this temple
may be taken at one-third of those of Badahath. There are also several
charitable endowments, for distribution of food to pilgrims proceeding to
KedcnMth and Bada:rinath, which pre supported by lands exclusively
assigned for the purpose, the greater part, during the Gorkha government ;
at each of which the pilgrim receive one day's food either going or re.
turning.
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The village of Pzlckasao, in the Jawar pass, is in Sadmart, for piIgrimi
proceeding to Lake Manasarovara.
Kamabswar at ~ ~ t i n a ~'and
a r , Jdgemar near AEmorc~,are the*only other
religious establishments in this province, which deserve consideration from
the extent of theix endowments.
The remaining temples, holding one or more villages, are extremely nu.
merous. Raj Rgeswari in Dewabirh, GerhzvaJ, receives an a n n d allowance
from government, amounting ' t o rupees 652, and several other temples at
$rimgar and Ahora also enjoy each a small money pension.

The junctions of

all large streams offer sacred objects for pilgrimage,

of

these the principal are Deoprag, Rudrapg, Kamprag, ATadprag, and.
Bishenprag, situated at the confluence of the Ganges, with the Bagird?&
Mangakimi, P d u r , Nandakini, and BiJenganga, respectively.
I

Bageswg.r, at the junction of the Goma& and Rarneswar, at the junction

~f the Zbmganga with the Sa?ju, respectively, are most celebrated in Kamon, and have each their periodical fairs.
The Goverrznswot 'consisted of a simple monarchy, but the power of the
sovereign was, in point of fact, h r from absolute, being 'ever controuled in a
greater or less degree by the will of the aristocracy.

The latter, from the poverty of the country, wils'confined to a small num-.
ber, consisting merely of the civil and,military officersof the state, and of s
few principal landholders. Many of the chief offices of government comprising Diwans, Defterees, Bhendaris, Vizirs, Fdujdars, Negis and Thokdars,
had become hereditary in particular families, . a'circumstance which rendered

,
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the influence of their holders boundless in their several departments. The
Raja's authority was still further circumscribed by the csrrupted state of
feudal tenure which existed here. The country was allotted in separate divisions for the payment of troops, to the commander of which was entrusted
the civil administration of the lands assigned. The revenues of some districts
were originally reserved for defraying the expences of the court, but these had
been nearly absorbed by grants of the junior members of the royal family, to
the civil officers of government, and to the attendants of the court, all of
whom, from the highest to the lowest, were supported and remunerated in
land. A further alienation of the royal domains had taken place, in the
fi.equent donations to Brahmins and temples by .successive Rajas, so that
with these numerous deductions, the actual amount of rents which reached
the treaaury was extremely small.

4

A portion of the most fertile land in the neighbourhood of the capital
was retained for the exclusive supply of grain to the Raja, being cultivated

at his own expence, but the principal source of the ordinary revenue
of the sovereign, consisted in the frequent offerings presented by his
subjects at the several Hindu festivals, and on occasions of extraordinary disbursement, such as the marriage of the reigning prince, or of his
son or daughter, a general impost was levied to defray them, from all
the assigned lands of the country. With all these aids, the sovereign was
ever poor, and during some of the latest reigns was frequently reduced
to absolute indigence and want: a fact confirmed to me by the preaent
Raja of Gerhml. The sovereign had the undoubted prerogative of resuming all grants of land of every description, but as this right could only
be enforced by the concurrence of the prevailing party in the state, its
exercise afforded him little personal advantage, the resumed, lands imrnediately passing to some one of the party in question as the price of its
assistance.
1

.

I
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The judicial administration formed, one source 9f the revenue' of. the
state.
In the interior, justice was administered in civil and petty criminal cases
by Foujdars, or governdn, while cases of magnitude, and those originating in
the capital or neighbourhood, were determined in the Raja's court, under the
superintendance of the Dewan.
Under the Gorklia government, the former duty was entrusted to the
commandant of the troops holding the assighment, and the latter was executed by the governor of the province, assisted by those military chiefi who
might be on the spot. As the commanders of the troops were seldom present
in their rhspective assignments, they deleiated their powers to deputies, e d e d
"Becharis," who either farmed the dues on law proceedings at a specifjc
sum, or remaineda ccountable for the full receipts. The forms of investigation
and decision, under both governments, were the same. A simple viva voce
examination of the parties and their witnesses, usually sufficed to elucidate
the merits of the case, and where doubts or contradictions occurred, an oath
was administered by laying the Haribans, '(a portion of the Mahdlhhraf,)
on the head of the deponent. In intricate suits, such as disputes regarding
boundaries, or where no occular testimony could be produced to substantiate
the claim or defence, recourse was had to ordeal, the modes of which will be
hereafter noticed. The case ,being adjudicated, a copy of the judgment,
under the seal of the officers composing the court, and witnessed by the by.
standers, was delivered to the party in whose favor it had been pronounced, and
the losing party was,at the same time, subjected to a heavy fine, proportiorred
to his means, rather than to the value of the cause in action. Private arbitration, or Pmlrair, was frequently reaorted to, more particularly for the adjust
ment of mutual accounts among traders or for the division of family property
among heirs. Claims, when nearly balanced, were sometimes decided by lot
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in the following manner : the names of the parties being written in iteparate
slips of paper, these were rolled up, and laid in front of an idol in a temple,
the priest of which was then employed to take up one of the rolled slips, and
Be whose name appeared, gained the cause.
Criminal offences of magnitude, were tried a t the seat of government,
and accusations might be proved or rebutted by ordeal. The usual punish.
meats for almost every degree of crime were fines or confiscations, and
even murder was rarely visited with death, the convid, if a Rajput, being
heavily mulcted, and if a Brahmin, banished. Treason was, however, gene,
rally punished capitally.
Grevious offences against the Hindu religion, and system, such as the
wilful destruction of a cow, or the infringement of the distinction of caste by
a Dorn, such as knowingly making use of a k k k u , or any other utensil belonging to a Rajput or Brahmin, were also capital. The mode of inflicting
capital punishment was either by hanging or beheading; the Gorkhas
introduced impaling, and sometimes put convicts to death with the most cruel
tortures. Under the Raja's government, executions were very rare, and con.
fined almost wholly to prisoners of the Dom caste ;during the last government,
they became far more numerous and indiscriminate. In petty thefts, restitution and fine were commonly the only penalties inflicted ; in those of magnitude, the ofPender was sometimes subjected to the loss of a hand or of his nose.
Crimes of the latter description have ever, in these hills, been extremely rare,
and did not call for any severe enactments. Acts of omission or commission,
involving temporary deprivation of caste, as also cases of criminal intercourse between parties connected within the degrees of affinity prescribed by
the Hindu law, offered legitimate objects of fine. Adultery, among the
lower classes, was .punished in the aame manner. Where, however, the hus-

band was.df rank or caste, the adulterer was commonly put to death; and

..
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the adulteress deprived of her nose. The revenge of the injury was, on these
occasions, left to the husband, who, by the customs of the country, and by the
existing principles of honour, was authorized and required to wash off the
stain on his name by the blood of the offending parties, and no,lapse of time,
from the commission or discovery of the crime, proved a bar to the exaction
of this. revenge. Convicts were occasionally condemned to labour on the
private lands of the Raja, to whom they, fiom that period, became hereditary
slave,^. Criminals also settling at a royal village in the Tarai, called Gergaon,
received a free pardon, whatever might have been their offence. I n cases of
self-destruction, the nearest relations of the suicide were invariably subjected
to a heavy fine.
The most oppressive branch of the police, and that which proved the
most fruitful souree of judicial revenue, consisted in the prohibitions issued
under the late government against numerous acts, the greater part of which
were, in themselves, perfectly unobjectionable. The infringement of these
orders were invariably visited with fines : indeed, they would appear to have
been chiefly issued with such view, as among the many ordhancea of this
kind, it may be sufficient to specify one, which in Gerhwal forbade any woman
from ascending on the top of a house. This prohibition, though apparently
ridiculous, was, in fact, a very serious grievance :a part of the domestic economy hitherto left to the women, such as drying grain, clothes, &c., is performed there, and fire-wood and provision for immediate consumption are stored
in the same place, and the necessity for men superintehding these operations,
by withdrawing them from their labour in the fields, was felt as a hardship.
Three forms of ordeal were in common use : lst, The "Gokt Dip,"
which consists in receiving in the palms of the hands, and carrying to
a certain distance, a red hot bar of iron. Sd, The " Karai Dip," in
which the hand is plunged into a vessel of boiling oil, in which cases

'

the test of truth is the absence of, marks of burning on the hand. Sd,
" Taram ka Dip," in this the person undergoing the ordeal was weighed,
at night, against stones, which were then carefully deposited under lock and
key, ind the seal of the superintending officer ; on the following morning,
after a variety of ceremonies, the appellant was again weighed, and the substantiation of his cause depended on his proving heavier than on the preceding evening.

Tir ka.Dip," in which the person remained with his head submerged in water, while another ran the distance of a bowshot and back, was
wmetimes resorted to. The Gorkha governors introduced another mode of
trial by water, in which two boys, both unable to swim, were thrown into
a pond of water, and the longest liver gained the cause. Formerly, poison
was, in very particular causes, resorted to as the criterion of innocence : a
given dose of a particular root was administered, and the party, if he
survived, was absolved A further mode of appeal to the interposition of the
deity was by placing the sum of money, or a bit of earth from the land in
dispute, in a temple before the idol, either one of the parties volunteering
such test, then with imprecations on himself' if Mse, took up the article in
question. Supposing no death to occur within six months in his immediate
family, he gained his cause ;on the contrary, he was cast in the event of being
visited with any great calamity, or if fitted with severe sickness during that
period.

The

T h e collection of rents from the assigned lands was, as already stated,

i

IeR t o the commanders, and as these, from their military duties, could eeldom
be present for any length of time in their respective aasigpmenta, they were
under the necessity of employing deputies, and as the most simple and ,
economical plan, entrusted the details of assessment and collection to some
one of thefr principal landholders, whom they made responsible for the amount
U u

,
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of the rents, Hence the original of Kamh in Kamaon, and h a s in Gtrhwdi
The latter, again, appointed one of the proprietors of each village, under
the designation of Padhm, to levy and account directly to them far ite cem
These officers were both removeable, the k t at the pleasme of the reaignee,
the second at the will of the Kamin m d S
satld. The influence once obbaised
Sn the situation, generally led to ite continuance in the ssme family, even
when the individual holder was changed, and, in some instances, the Km'w
themselves eventually succeeded in obtaining; a grant of the feud under the
usual conditions, which arrangement led to the nomination of Under EamrOns
and ~
~ whoa are to
, be f m d in some pergunnah The remuneration
of the Ka&s and Sianaa, consisted in a trifling N d m fiom each
hillage, and in offeringsfiom the PadMfis on certain festivde, and an
masion of births and marriages in their own familier. They were dso
*ntitled to a leg of every goat killed by the Pad&
in their divhiorr,
and enjoyed a portion of land, rent-free, in their own village. The d m
of Padhans were exactly similsr, but leviable only from their own ten&&.

'fnthewserved &istric$s,.the royal domains were managed by the 'Vi;ru'n
and BRan&ris, (treasurers,) and the rents of the 'alienated vilrages were coL.
lected by the grantees. No establishment of K&s or , ! l i t o ~existed
~
in kbap
,pergunnas.
A general record of the arable lands of the country, their extent, appm
priation, kc. was kept in the office of the Defteris. To render these accounts
more complete, these.05cers had deputies in each district, whose duties cor'responded, in a great masure, with thoee of.the pergunna Kdnwngor in the
plains. T o defray.the expence8 of ,this establishment, the De$mmswere entitled to a percentage of half an anna in the rupee on the rent of every village;;
and for their.own. support, they received gmts of lands in common with the
other public servants.

The fJ1 property in the soil h here invariably formed an undisputed
part of the my4 prerogative, aud on this rigit was founded the claim of the

sovereign, either in person or through his assignees, to a large $xed portion of
the produce, both of agriculture and mines. The power in the crown, of
diPposisg of such property at its will, has never been questioned, but has
been wnstsntly eaforced, without coneideration to any length of occuflanoy
or other claims in individual holders The peculiar nature of the country
rendered the e~erciseof this right fiequellt in the neighbourhood of the
wpital. The d2ZSwlties of procuring supplies in this province, have been
dready alluded to : individuals settling at dhrroPa or 8Mar, under the
auspice# of the reignis@:prince, in consequence, received the gift of 8
amdl portion. of land for the establishment of their families. The m r chsnts and principal artisans falling under the above description, as being
commonly emigrante from the plains, were particularly favoured in this
reepect, and m y of the attendants of the court, who were of the sam.e arigin,
required and received the same assistance. The commandants and officers
of the regular troop statione-d at the frodiera, or in forb, enjoyed similar
grants of land in the vicinity of their posts. The tenure on which grants
of .this kind were made, is called Th&, which nanveyed, in the f i a t
Lpetawe, a l i t 4 freehold, sa it vested the grantee with .an.hereditawy
property in the mil as well as in the produce. The rents of these h+
.have, at eubsequept periods, been almost wholly resumed to the rent roll, but
a e property in tbe soil has been generally edered to remain with the heirs
of the grautee. The 6that i used here, is synonimoua with Zamindari
.in the .plains, and it is on grants of this nature, that the rights of a large
body of the ocgupont landhdders are founded. The land, in the interior,
seldom changed proprietors : the greater part of the present occupants &ere,
derive their claims to the soil, solely from the prescription of long eatabliahed oad wdisturbed possession ; and this remark applies also to many individua4, ororeparticularly Brahmins, whose ancestors having, origidy, obtained
8

I
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estates on grants, not conveying any property in the soil, their descendants
have, subsequently, by the migration of the actual occupants, come .into the
full possession both of land and produce.
,

I n assignments of the revenue of villages to individual servants of g*
vernment, both public and private, the deed specified the class and description of service in consideration of which the grant was made, as a K d n chari, Negkhari," &c., and -in these cases, also, the actual occupancy in the
Ihnd, frequently became vested in the descendants of the assignee, by the mode
noticed in the preceding paragraph. Grants to individuals not holding any
particular employment, were in " Khangi," or, when Brahmins, in " Yrata ;"
to the latter also, and to religious establishments, grants in perpetuity were
made with various ceremonies, under the terms of cc Sankalp" and 'c Bis~pirt.'g
Under the Nipal government, the terms of " Mana Cliaul," and a n t , "
were introduced, the former meaning, literally, a seer of rice," was used
m grants, for services to individuals, and under the latter tenure were included all lands and endowments belonging to religious establishments.

.

The modes of private transfer are, first, by absolute sale, called " ' D M
Boli," in which ,the purchaser becomes vested with the same rights, and
under the same obligations, .as the vender. In the second mode, termed
a Mat," [the purchaser receives the land rent-free, the vender making himself
responsible for the annual amount of its assessment during his life, and on his
death, the purchaser becomes answerable for the demand. There was another
species of Mat," in which the sale was not absolute, right of redemption being
reserved to the mortgager and his heirs, on payment of the amount advanced,
.but till this took place, the latter continued to pay the revenue. When no heir
'of the mortgager remained forthcoming, as in the former case, the rent fell on
the mortgagee. The fourth form was that of simple mortgage, or " Balsalhuk,n
in which right of redemption wa8, sometimes, exprepsly barred after the
I

I
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expiration of a given term of years; most commonly it was reserved inde6nib

ly. The landed propri~tors, however, ever evince the most tenacious attachment to their estates, whatever be their extent, and never voluntarily alienate
them, except under circumstances of extreme necessity. This, joined to the
repeated family partitions arising under the Hindu law of inheritance, has
reduced landed property throughout the country to the maat minute state of
subdivision.
The intersection of the county in every point by rivers, would have afforded prominent boundaries for local division, had the state of government
been originally such as to admit of the establishment or continuance of a regular arrangement of that nature, but the existence of numerous petty
principalities, the chiefs of which were engaged in conatant aggressions on
each other, necessarily led to frequent changes in the division of the country,
as the conquered villages, in receiving a new master, were incorporated in his
own district, or formed into a separate pergunng under some new name.
The ultimate union of the country under one monarch, produced no remedy, as the distribution which took place among the feudal tenants of the
crown, led only to a multiplication of subdivisions, without producing order
in their demarcation, Every new grant to these military chiefs tended to
further perplexities, as from that moment, the villages in the grant, whatever
might be their actual situation, became an integral part of the district in
which the previous assessment of the grantee lay. Various ~ervicesof
the state, which were provided for by allotments of country, gave their
names to such distticts. Thus, two lots of villages dispersed over the whole
province appropriated to the gun-powder manufactory and magazine, formed
the pergunnas of Silkhana, and Mahru'ri ;while a line of village4 extending from the snowy mountains to Almom, was known as a separate
division, under the designation of Hiiin Pal, being appointed f i r the supply
of snow to the Raja's court. These incongruities ceased in a great
.W
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measure under the Gorkha administration, when the country was reguhlg
assessed and settled, though in many of the subdivisions, the former arbitrary
mode was continued, the villages of a pergunna being frequently classed
into Paitis, according to the caste of the owners, without reference to actual
situation. It may be here noticed, that the word pergunna was not in use
here, the terms being Gerkha, Pal, Row, Patti, Kote, Al, $c.
The mode of calculation in use throughout the hills is, by the estimated
quantity of grain which the land will require to sow it. The adoption of
so uncertain a standard is doubtless to be ascribed to the nature of the
arable lands, the actual measurement of which would have required greater
perseverance and science than the natives of this province ever possessed.
The denominations by which land is computed in Kamaon are extremely
numerous, and vary in different parts, and it may therefore be presumed, that
they were established at a remote period, when the country was divided into
several petty independant principalities. In calculating the extent of villages,
only such lands as had been rendered capable of cultivation by the operation
already described, were taken into consideration. These have been gradually
augmenting, and as no revised survey has recently been made, the existing
records by no means correspond with the actual quantity of arable land in
each village.
The most common denomination is the Bisi, which 11as now been
adopted as a general standard. The regular Bisi ought, as its name
implies, to contain land requiring twenty N a h of seed ; its actual extent,
therefore, varies according to the'quality of soil, as the grain is sown much
wider in poor lands near the summit, than in rich lands at the base of the
mountains. With every allowance of this kind, villages are invariably
found far to exceed their nominal rukba, when computed by this standard.
It also varies in the same district, a portion of the land being calculated by
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ene description, and the remainder by another description of Bisi, which
incongruity arose from the practice of former Rajas, of doubling or otherwise augmenting the nominal rukba of rent-free land in the deed of grant.
Such encreased rukba became, from that time, permanently enrolled and fixed
in the record. A further mode of cdculation is, by the estimated produce
of land in bilkas, or sheaves, the number of which ought to correspond with
the number of N a h in each bisi.

It will now be sufficient to detail the different denominations in use in
Kiunuon, with their computed contents, without entering into further explanation.
Jiila, various = 18 9 6 and 3 Bisis.
24 Bisis.
Bhara,
- ... f & Bisis.
Ali,
- 4 Bids.
Bisa,
- 1 Bid.
Ans,
4 Bisi.
Nal i,
4 Bisi*
Talia,
Masa,
$,Bisi.
Rini,
. . . I Ibi.

...... ......
...... ......
...... ......

......
......
......
......

......

...

...

...
...... ...

...... ...
...... ...
...... ...... -

In the Bhdwar, actual measurement is used, and the calculation is made
either in Bighs or H o t h . The former corresponds to the Bkha of the
plains, the latter contains 1600 square paces. Another mode of computation is by the plough of fioo yoke
hllocks,
twenty being required for one Bisa: a plough of land contains the quantity
which can be turned in one day.
In G ~ h z ~ athe
l , only denomination in use is the Ju'la, which is divided

.

into Chtlkris, or 4ths, and Am$, or 1 6 t h ~
: it varied in its 'extent, according to
the description of person holding the land, as will be seen in the f o l l o h g
detail :
Jtla Thakurali (chiefs,)
1 6 Dhons.
B t t o Thani, (principal landholders,)
= I 2 ditto.
8 ditto. .
Ditto Rowlla, (padhan mukaddem,)
Ditto Chakar, (tenantry,)
= 4 ditto.
Ditto Tyargain, (temporary cultivators,)
=16 ditto.
= 8 ditto,
Ditto Umrai, (courtiers,)
'
Ditto Kotkarkl, (militia,)
=la ditto,
=10 ditto.
Ditto Tob, (regular troops,)
.a,.....,...
ZI 6 ditto.
Ditto Kotya, (followers,)
Ditto Topchf, (huntsmen,)
=4ditto.
= 4 ditto.
Ditto Seiik, (personal servants,)
Ditto Jaghirdar, (rent free to private individuals,) =12 ditto.

...........; .....,
............
..........,. =
................
......
..................
...................
..................
.. .
..... ....I.....,.
............
,

The implements of husbandry are similar to those in use in the plains,
and the different operations of ploughing, harrowing, sowing, weeding, reaping, &c. are carried on in the same way. The land being first manured, is
usually ploughed three times, or oftener, and harrowed previously to being
sown : the drill plough is not used. In coarse grains, the harrowing is generdly repeated *hen the pIants have sprouted two or three inchee above the
gfound. In the finer grains, at the same period, additional manure is @ommonly scattered over the fields, which are then weeded with epuds. During
the rebbi crop, the fields, where irrigation is practicable, are usually watered
every third or fouiith day. A regular routine of crops is pursued ; following
the native arrangement. In the first,. or kharif crop, rice fa s o m in April,
and reaped in September, the land being immediately re-prepated, receives
a crop of wheat, which ripens in April or early in May; to this succeeds
a crop of Mad&, and as the last is not fit for the reap hook before the -
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and of N o ~ m b e r too
, late fasowing wheat, the land is then a&red to remain fillow till the fobwing spring, when it is again prepared for. rice.
I M i k n t kinds of pulse and vetch arc occasionally suhtituted for oae at
other of these grains. Where land, which has been fallow, is newly broken
up, a crop of Mandu, or other coarse grain is first takem. Transplantation
is adapted in regard to rice wherever the land can be easily flooded ; in other
parts the rice is sown as other grains. Irrigation is performed by means of
queducts or small streams, which are either branches of large streams, or
are .formed of a callection of many small springs. These aqueducts arv
frequently cax&ed a very considerable'distance, and at much expence along
the sides of the mountains. I n places where precipitous rocks occur, troughs
of wood are made use of, and where the soil is too loose, walls of stoqe,

having a channel at the top, made water tight with clay, are built. The
manure wed, is commonly the dung and refof the cattle shed, which
is collected i n a regular dunghill with that view. Where the quantity
of this may be insufficient, leaves collected from the jungles, are placed in
heaps to rot in the fields. As a further substitute, bushes and branches of
trees
are laid on the land, and when sufficiently dry to burn, are reduced to
,
ashes.

.

There iq a species of periodical c~ltivatiod,which deserves notice : this
consis& in cutting down the Eorest, and.cleoringpatches of 1and.alongthe Bummits of the ridges : the trees are left for a few months to dry, a& being chiefly
pine, are then easily consumed, and theashes 'used for manure;. s the declivity of these spots is usuaUy too great .to a d d .the use of the plough, the
. ..
. .
land is prepared with a hoe. .
Only one, or at most two'craps 'are taken from each spot, after which it is
abandoned .for another, and pot again.tombed .till after the lapse lof fiom six
to twelve yerrrs, according to ,the nsture of the .soil ;such laud is.tamed KdZu
I

'
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Baqjm. The cultivators, who descend during the winter to the T ~ a i take
,

land in farm from the Zeminhrs there also, and have thus two crops on the
ground in different parts at the same moment. This they are enabled to
effect by the difference in the period of harvest in the plains and hills ; the
Rebi crop in the former being sown later, and ripe earlier than in the
latter.
The following is a statement exhibiting the various products, together
with the average rate of their return, as collected from reports of every pergunnah in-the province.
The three kinds of land are, 1st. The sera, or valley, fully capable of
irrigation; end, not irrigatable, but in low situations ;Srd, near tops of mountains. The average price of each kind of grain, during the last six years,
at Almora is also added. In the interior, particularly of Gerhwal, where
the demand is small, the prices are infinitely lower.

Grains.

KHARIF, OR FIRST CROP.
Best Land. Middling.
Worst.

Rice, Seers
per Rupee,

...
.........

Manors,
Kownf
China

,........

sa

50

48

60

......

20

Remarks.

...... 11 ...... 2s

...... 38 ...... SO ...... 42
...... 36 ......24 ...... 40
...... 442 ...... 35 ...... 40

........... 16 ...... 12 ...... lo ...... 80 Partially cultivated.
Ugd..........
,,...... 95 ...... 15 ......16 Ditto ditto.
Kodb

.......,...... w ...... 17 ...... 96 Partially cultiwtedb
Juaar, ............. 95 .....; 17 ..:...' 36 itt to ditto. .
36 ...... 24 ...... 10 ..... 94 Ditto ditto.
.&ota,
Cultivated only in Bhawar
..
Ganra, ... 80 ...... 60 ..............
30( at .both seasons.
Bajra,

,I

PULSE.
7
18

........ 16 ...... 11 #..... ......
Bhat, ..... 16 ...... 12 ...... 8 ...... 24
Gahat,......................15 ...... 24 Partially cultivated.
Ryas, ...... 18 ...... 14 ...... 11 ...... 49 Ditto ditto.
8 ...... 7 ...... 3 ....I 20 Ditto ditto.
Arher,
Mbng...... 10 ...... 8 ...... 6 .......16
Goranse.... 16 ...... 16 ...... 9 ...... Qa Ditto ditto.
Titiria,... 16 ...... 18 ...... 8 ...... SO Ditto ditto.
Urd,

.

.

,

.

. .

I

.

,

.

OIL SEEDS.

... ...... SO ...... 15 ...... 30 At both crops.
Til,,...... $8 ....,..86 ....., 2% ...... 12 Partially cultivated.
Bhinjfra,. .. 16 ......1% ...... 10 ...... 10 Ditto ditto.
Serson,

46)

REBBI, OR SECOND CROP.

... 18 ...... 9 ...... 9 ...... !29
Barley, .: 94 ...... 17 ...... IS ...... 98
Only in BMwer.
Ganra, ... 80 ...... 60 ..............
Wheat,

QO

I

I

.." ,.,.

...... 15 ...... 80
... 141.,.. 9 ...... 7 ...*..17 P

Md,. 95
L

Chena,

PULSE.

90

d y cultivated*

I

.

...... 10 ....... 8 ....... 18.
.

.

Mutter

16

. .

,

........ .......14 ...... 1%...... 16
..... ...... 3a ...... 15 .....:32 cultivated chiefly in BhAwer.

~ t ~ i - i6
Serson.
40

Cotton is not much grown in the hiUs : the produce is', however, of'excel-

lent quality, and by native judges k said to be superior to that of. the plains,
in softneis of texture, glbss of color,. and length of. fibre. .
....
. .

Hemp: the growth of this article was, at one time, considerable, as the
......
Company procured an annual investment of it from &is province: the9e purchases have now ceased ; the demand -for it .for. the rnanufgcture of cloth, of
which much is consiimed ih the province, .still encourages the cultivation.
The quality of the &ill hemp has. been always much praised.; the plant
attains the height of from 12 to 14 feet, and the fibre is extremely strong ;
other advantages are deriv'ed from,a crop of' hemp, which will be best shown
in a statement of the,produce ; taking. a .pucks bigha. in require .8 seer of
seed in wheat, 16 seers of hemp .seed would be - .necessary. to -sow the
same extent, the p d u k of whidh .would,be.in && first,place, 4 sers 'of CI#'ras,
the inspissated juice of the leaf, value 8 rupees ; 4 maunds of hemp value 8
rupees, and 48 seers of.'wcilcapttble of yikldlng'6 seem of oil, value 1.8.0,
giving a total money return of 178 rupees the bagha. The.cuItivetion of hemp
is confined almost entirely to Gmhzuol, bnd is only to b e ocoasionally met
..,... . . . .
....
. .
with in Kamaon proper.
,

\

'

,

Sugar cane is raised in some p h a3.the province where the land is
particularly good, but the total~qourtity(of'suepr madhctured in the pro:
.......
..
... ..
vince is very. W n g .

&gur,- Ttmdc,' Ckm&z, and aome other planta and roots used in
native medicbe are grown chiefly with a view to exportation. Ginger yields
7 hid, about 1M) maunda to the bigha, and turmeric 8 fdd, or (15 maun& :
the prices on the spot are respectively 9 and 1.19.0 rupees per maund.
The G&ya, or 'meet pstatoe, is grown on a very extensive scale in the
JWim-,the net produce is commonly 40 .msunds per biglia; and the value.
one. rupee per maund Toke id raised 'for.private consumption, in smaIf
quaatities. '
,

A

The-Kharif crop is the

most extensive and important.as affording tbs.
staple articles of food (Rice and Mandua) to the population. The Rebbi crop,
owing to the confined means of irrigation, is very uncertain : in the event of'&
mrfficieneyof rain'not falling during the cold weather, h e ears of the wheat1
do not fill, and occqiondy the grain is rotted from the opposite cause. Since
1815, two years o f failure have occuried, one from drought, the other from
too much rain. '

Ha+ing completed the detail of agricultullrl products, the other branches
of rmsl economy may m w be noticed.'
The cattle in this province; an dreidy stated, are small, and are almostImiPemally.black or red. The herds sre driven each morning to the ridges of
the mopntains for pastnre : at night they are kept in the ground story of the
house, or if numerous, 'a temporary shed is erected for them near the village.
Chaff is never 'prepared for them, but after the wheat harvest has been
cut, they are turned into the fields to eat down the straw, which is left standiug ;merely tbe errs being 'cut.d and carried away ; tbe dry hay of the
grab, &d, &c. is alw givee to them in an uncbopped state. Coarse grass an&
branches of trees are also cut for feeding the bullocks employed in ploughi~g~

Y
I

Durfng the later whter, and the rmnmer months, the w e , fnna frost
and gun, becomes very rcanty :at this period, therefbra, the inhabihta ef tfPk
southern and midland districts of Kamczon send dawn their cattle to tha
forests in the Tarai, reserving d y a few cowa for milk, when a great pad of
the inhabitants accompany them : this migration commences in November,
after the aowing of the wheat is completed, and the return is delayed tin the
endof April, oc beginning of May, when the emp is ready for reaping. '
While in the Bhhm, the inhabitants of two or three neighbouring villages, and sometimes of a whole pergunna, canton together for mutual protection against decoits. As this custom has existed from time immemorial, each
aarnmunity has its own particular tract of forest to which it annually &urns.
Some parts of the T-&d&rding little or no grow ;the Zemindars, in such
mtuations, cut boughs of trees for their cattle. The temporary villages caUed
Giot'ioJ, which they occupy, are mere aheds, hhhed af bmnches of' trees, and
covered with leaves or ,pus. The site of them is changed according as the
pasture in the immediate neighhourhood is exhausted. Thing the neason
that the cattle remain in the forests, a very large quantity of ghee, remarkahla
for its goodness, is made by the Zemindars, and exported to the plains. In
the d e r n pergunnas, where the h e s t Xands are more estcaaivti,. the
necessity for sending the cattle to the T !does hat-ex*, :apl in the
mer months, abundance of fine pasture is produced on the summits of the high
mountains after the enom have meltecL The practice is t e ry WJe @wed
in GerhaJ, which may bs ascribed to the great& prcprtioo d waste l a d
that ie to be f d there : the cattle are, ho+ver, :rrmarka& poor and bad.
conditioned, d comequdy &e ofP wpidly.. Few %aiif&bea.site. reared .inthat part of the comtry.
,
.
. .

-

I _

Neither bullocks .nol. butfhlws-arehete used

c e m m tmeport;
~
ia their-,
buithey ue raplogeti to wry the baggage o9 tbe o u h i v i n g
rrogual migmtion to tBe Bh&um
fot

I~

Cows and bullocks vary in price, fmin 5 to 19 ntpsa erb; tbs latter, vhan b d a n fbrdxd plough, fetching the Bighest.

The number of cattle, agreeably to enalPcration in l-,
giving a,total of #41,314 animah.
CoPDs*

Kaman, 58,980
Gethwal, 66,855

BtdhCb.
36,998

......
... ...

28,546

was rs fb&m 3

*... ...
.,, .,.

US9
8,986

,

The goata in this province a&, generally speaking, low, md stout ma& :
&we bred in the northern pergunnas attain, however, a very fair size. Tbe
rearing of these animals is difficult, as during the rainy months they are W
to many disorders, and are frequently poisoned by eating the rank weeds,
A..there ig considerable demand for goat& both for religious~mnificarand for
food, they bear-a high price, full gmwn males aod females idling for
two to eight rupees each, and half-grownkids.ill proportion. The goats of
the northern pergunnahs, which are used for =&age in the Ttrade,
sell f& fbur to ten rupees each.

The breeding of sheep is m & e d to the northern pergunnsbs : the rime
causes which check the rearing of goats, prove e q d y fatzil te the sbeep, and
they are bred only with a view to-sale, for carriage to the Birotiar, who
rrilliogly pay fiom three to aix rupees each for them.

I

The grain ia ground by means of water mib, which. are extremefg na.
m e ~ ~: m
the declivity of the rivers, which ia aIways cotlderable, g~ezttlyaid's
the erection of these, machines. A small atream being divded fmm the
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main charm& ia carried on a level dong the bank, until r sdfficbnt height ia
obtained to admit of a fall of eight or ten feet :the mill is then erected belowY
and the stream is directed by an inclined wooden trough on an over shot
wheel. The mill stones are commonly from one and a half to two feet in diameter : the grain is placed in a funnel-shaped bag,, suspended over a hole in
the centre of the upper stone, and drops gmdudly fiom it la in an h o k , glass.
By a simple contrivance the shoot of water can be increased or diminished at
pleasure, and the wheel is stopped by removing the wooden trough, when the
water passes through a channel under the wheel. A mill requires but one
person (usually a boy,) to attend it, and will grind from three to tbur maun&
in the day. Where the diverted stream is .sufficiently large, two or more
mills are erected together, and worked by separate branches from it. The
charges for grinding are usually two to three seers in the maund, include
ing wastage : this, however, is small, ao the flour- is not cleared fiom thr
bran.
The public.revenue under the former Rajas, arose from d u t i ~a corn.
me,apiculture, mines and law proceedings. An impost was laid on ghee,
payable by the owners of cattle, at a fixed rate for each animal, amounting
to four annas on a female butkloe. The weavers througho~tthe province,
were' also subject to a'separate tax. The assesment of land was, generally
speaking, light, the government demand on agriculture being rated at only
one-third of the g m produce in &dinary landq, and at one half in the very
fertile. In mines, the royal share amounted to one

The coIIection was made in two forms-being imposed one year on the,
land, and a second year levied by a capitation tax on the inhabitants. AB
tJme, however, consisted solely of persons connected with agriculture, the
m r c e from which the payments were made, was necessarily the same,,

though the mode aad &tail of ceas varied.

.
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As the records of the above period, yield little or no information of the
renta of lands and villages, rent free to individuals in tenure of service, or
assigned to templea, it is impossible to form any correct account of the
income derived from the country by the government or their representatives.
Judging, however, from the very superior degree of population and cultivation which then existed, the sovereign's share of the gross produce of the
country may be computed at about four lacks kucha rupees for Karnaon, and
two for the districts of Gmhwal. The extraordinary revenue was levied in the
form of a general house tax, and, of coumk, varied in its amount according to
the nature of the emergency on which it was imposed. T o account for the
subsequent deterioration in the resources of the county, a short view of the
Gorkhk' revenue administration is necessary.

On the successive conquests of Kamaon and Gerhwal, by that power,
the existing system was continued, and the country, including all the villages
hitherto reserved for the support of the court and their attendants, was parcelled out in separate assignments to the invading army, and as this was kept.
up on a large scale, with the view to further conquests, the value of each
assignment was estimated at an excessive rate, to meet the expenditure. The
consequences may be easily surmised : the troops considering themselves
merely as temporary holders, and looking forward to a change of as-'
aignment on every new acquisition, felt no interest in the condition or welfare
of the land holders made over to them The emigration, in the first instance,
of a large portion of the principal Zemindars, tended still further to increase
the evil. The villages were every where assessed rather on a consideration
of the supposed means of the inhabitants, than on any computation of
their agricultural produce. Balances soon ensued, to liquidate which, the
families and effects of the defaulter were seized and sold ; a ready market
for the former presenting itself in the neighbouring towns of Rohilkha#ld. ,

a
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The consequent depopulation was rapid and excessive ; as is fully proved
in the numerm waste villages deserted at that period, md in the incomplete
rtate of cultivation which prevails generally in the villages soill inhabited.
After the conquests of the Nips1 governmeut had been further extended,
and the subjection in this quarter fully established, meawres were adopted to
remedy these disorders. A commission was accordingly deputed immediately from Katmandu, for the purpose of fixing the revenues at an equitable
rate. The settlement was formed on ackual inspection of the resources of each
village, but irs tbe estimated profits of the trade carried on by the residents
were taken into consideration, the assessment must be viewed rather as a tax
h n d e d on the number of inhabitants, than on the extent of cultivation. . On
the completion of this survey, a detailed account of each pergunna, showing'
the numbers, names, size, and extent of the villages, was submitted for the
approbation of the Court of Nipal. From thence a copy, under the aeal of
state, waa issued to the K&,
or principal landhol&rs, as a standard uf tbe
revenue demandable from their respective pattb, corresponding instructiane
being hued to the Officers holding assignments. The form of these.accoPntr,
of which the revenue was
together with the names and nature of the it-,
composed, will be aeen in statement (B) which gives an abstract of the t d
revenue as fixed for Kamame and the G e r M districts
the c
m
~
in question. The demand thus authorized, generally apding, was by no
means excessive or unreasonable, but the absence of r c a n t d i n g p m r on
the apot, rendered the arrangement almost nugatory, and the military chiefs
were enabled to evade it by the power vested in them, of imposing fines, at
their w n discretion, in the administration of the interim police. I n Ger-4
where tho coaqueet Lad been more recent, these exactions were more heavy :
the Jaxrrr imposed, soon exceeded what the country c d yield, the deficiency
annually increaing fram the attempt to aoforce tha full demand
. .

The silver metallic currency in this province consists, principally, of new

m

~ k a i a rupees.
d
A few old f i m k a b a d and h d y rupees we to be
met with in circuIation, as a h Mahelldm M&es, a Gwkha c o i ~ ,Prhich
passes for six onnas. The copper coin is pice, 176 of which equd m e Zturuckahad rupee : cowrees are not used. In Gerhwal, in addition to the above,
there is a three anna piece called Tim&, which is a favorite coin there.
Under the former government, a mint fin- stamping the Timuhi, existed
. at Srinagar : this has now been abolished, and this description of money having, in consequence, become ecarce, has been greatly enhanced in its
nominal value. Five only, d e a d of six, as formerly, are n o w ' p r o c d e for
the new Pwruckabad rupees, the intrinsic worth is not much above two annm.
Ttre aumnt nrpee of accootlt, throngbout the province, is the same, beieg
equivalent to 18 moss, new .FkmcWcJd rupees. Gold coins are merely
purchased for their metal, for making ornaments ; a Calcutta sicca gold
mohur sells, in the market here, for 19 new Furruckabad rupees, and other
g o ~ r n ino propurtion.
~
The Tartar gold does ardt fetch morethan from 14
to 1s rupees the &la. I n Gerhal, copper, in weight, would appear to have
been once the principal medium of exchange. This cimum&ance, no doubt,
arose from that metal forming the staple cornrrtbdity of the country. In
rutherenee to old usages, the Zemindars of G e M , even now, in many of
their contracts, stipulate a part of the price in a given weight of copper, but
aa this isno longer plentiful, the whole amount ia paid in ailver coin,

Grain, salt, and such articles are sold chiefly by measures of capaaity. I n
&arzrarwr, the measure in use is the naZ, equal .to about t w seers of 83
lhrmckabad sicca weight; Meen d w make one purai, and twenty nu&
make one ritdi In G e r h l , the nati, there called' palha, is subdivided
h t o mmm.
Thus, 4 Manas = 1 Patha.
16 Pathas = 1 Dhon.
IH) Dhoa = 1 Khari,
'
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I n the d e af metals, cotton, &c. the products of the country, the
weight is commonly ascertained by the steel-yard. I n this instrument the
weight is fixed, and the object to be weighed, is moved along the lever, which
is divided into p k and pice.
3 Pice making 1 Pu1;and
a0 Puls making 1 Dam.
This latter forms the maximum weight of the steel-yard, and is qua1 to about
- 100 F u m k a b a d rupees. In measuring cloth, the cubit is generally adopted.
At Almora and Srinagar, the weights and measures of the plains, on a
reduced scale, were also in use. These have now been fixed at a regdated
standard, the aeer weighing 84 ~ u m k a b a milled
d
rupees, and the guj,' equal
to the English yard.
The manufactures in these hills are so trifling, t , scarcely to deserve particular mention. The principal are blankets, made in the northern pergunnas, pankhis, a coarse woolen camblet!, also made there, and in Bhote, bmrgelas, a hempen cloth, manufactured in the midland parts of Gerh~wl,where
it forms the principal. materials for clothes to the inhabitants during the hot
season. Wooden vessels, of various forms and ahapw, and made from several species of wo~d. Coarse cotton cloth is weaved in small quantities. Mats and
baskets, of all kinds, ark prepared from the small male bamboo, in a very neat
style. The artisans universally exhibit great want of neatness and finish in
the execution of their work, more particularly the smiths'in iron and copper
utensils which are invariably rough and ill-formed. The potters throughout
the province, excepting those at Shagar, are unacquainted with the use of
the wheel. Theeturning lathe, the large saw, and the plane, are unknown
here :planks are split from the tree by the axe, and then partially smoothed
by the adze. It may be mentioned as a curious fact, that the spirit blow pipe
is to be met with in Gerhzual, where it is sometimes used by goldsmiths :this
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instrument is composed of iron, and filled with whisky distilled from rice,
and when wed it is placed on a brazier of burning charcoal.
'

I

'

1

i

The traffic of the province is divided into two branches :first, the sale of
the produce of the hills, and secondly, the carrying trade with Tartary : this
latter again passes through two hands, the Bhoteas, who hold direct intercourse with the Tartars, and the hill traders, who furnish returns and receive
the Tartar merchandize in barter :the nature of the former of these transactions will be reserved for a separate article. The migratory habits of the
Zernindars of the southezn pergunnas, have given rise to a very general difh
sion of commercial enterprise amoqg them, and every individual possessed
of a small capital, either singly or jointly with others, engages in t d c .
With an investment composed of iron, copper, ginger, turmeric and other
hill roots and drugs, the adventurer proceeds to the nearest mart in the
plains, and there receives in barter for his merchandize, coarse chintz, cotton
cloths, gzir, tobacco, colored glasz beads and hardware, which return, after
supplying the wants of himself and friends, is disposed of at the villages in
the midland and northern pergunnas, or is reserved for sale till a fair occurs
in the neighbourhood. Those, again, whose credit or resources are more con.
siderable, enter eagerly into the Tartar trade. The imports from the plains
are, in this case, the same as above enumerated, as fine manufactures or expenaive articles are only brought up when previously bespoke ; from the Bhoteaa
they receive in exchange, partly cash and partly Tartar and Bhote
productions. The latter comprise hawks, musk, pankhis, (coarse camlets)
wax, masi (frankincense) kutki, and a variety of other rootg and drugs.
The Tartar products consist of borax, salt, gold-dust, and chawr tails.
The zeal and industry evinced by this class of traders, in the execution
of commissions, is very great, as they frequently proceed in person as
fnr as Ekcmkakd and Luchow, in search of the articles required from1
them.
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The commerce carried on by merchants, iu of the same nature as that
last described, the only additional merchandize, not included in the above de,
tail, supplied or received by them, in barter with the Bhoteeas, consists of

Delioeries.
Finesugarcandy.
Spices of all kinds.
Europe Broad Cloth.
Corals.

.
-

Receipts.
Shawl Wool.
Coarse Shawls.
Ditto China Silks.
Saffron.
Bulgar ~ i d e s .
Ponies.

. '
An enumeration of the exports and imports, from this province to the
plains, is given in the appendix. Ae the value of the farmer by no mema
equals that of the'latter, the deficiency is made up in specie. No transit dutios
being collected, it is impossible to farm any correct estimate of the total value
af the imports and exports :between four and five lacks for the first, and from
three lacks to three lacks and a quarter for tho other, is probahly within t
b
'

actual amount.

-

There can be no doubt that every branch of commerce in this pro.
Pin- more particularly that with Tartary, has experienced very great im.
provament during the last six years, and has probably been augmented in the
proportion offull two-fifths. The only check to trade which now exists, arises
from the expence,and difficuhies of carriage. At present, every k i d af
merchandize is transported on coolies, who carry from thirty seers to one maund
@ha. , The hire from Almora to Kw'pr, the nearest mart in tbe plains,
is two rupees and eight atinas to each man, and the Aha merchant, sccerdhgly, adds twenty-five per cent. ozi the K d p w invoice price, to cover
this and other incidental charges, and to allow him a profit. Proceed*
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further in the interior, the piicea gradually rise ; and at the fbot of the
Himalqya, may be stated at from fifty to aeventycfive per cent. above the
cost .in the plains. With the formation of public roads, practiiable for beasts
of' burthen, these obstacles will gradually cease.

It now only remaina to mentian the marts of principal resort for the hiIl
trade. T o the east, the M d of Be&'
b f r q e n t e d by the merchants of
C&ztnpa'lmrrt, and the traders of the eastern district ; whiht the commerce
ef h r a and of the remainder of Kamaua (proper) is carried on with
Kasipnr and the Chilkia M d ; to these also now flows that of the eastern
ptargunnas of f3edmd. A@@erh is the market far the midland and N.jCQabad
for the western parts of Crrhnd and for Sr#laga. Since the eetablish
smut of tbe British government, the petty traders by no means confine their
transactions to these marts, but vit& also moat of the principaI towns d
A
m fa the purposes of traffic. The merchants of Abaora and
19rinqar have no established correspondents at any town in tho plains,
with the exception of the marts above enumerated. There are no vdlage
marts for the disposal of agricultural and other produce, but t6e periodical
a ~ ~ k r or
s , fairs, at religious places of pilgrimage, to which the traders'mmt,
are frequent in all parts of the country.
.

1

i

The h e g o i ~ gview comprises only the corm~emd the hills ; a furthw
branch in this province is that of the timbers, bamboos, terra japonica, &c,
the produce of the forests in the Bha'war. This trade is engrossed by the
inhabitants of the towns and villages of Rohgkkand, bordering on tho Tarai,
h m whence, aa the hill Zemindars have no transport, they are obliged to d
the articks on tbe spot at a low price, very inadequate to the labor expended
k cutting and preparing them. The carriage inuse, consists of hackeries
rad large buffdoes : tabboos am also used for the conveyance of light articles.
The foregoing remark applies equally to 'the traffic in Kuth, or terra
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japonica, though not from the same cause : this article is prepared only by
persons of the lowest, or Dom cast, who, having no capital of their own, are
obliged to work on advances, either at a given rate for the produce, or in the
shape of wages. These spec'ulations prove extremely profitable, and the returns are always quick. The Kuth does not cost the capitalist more than
from fiie to eight rupees the maund, while in ~ a r & u rand other large towns
of Rohilkhand, the price is commonly from ten to fourteen rupees the maund.
The trade in timber, &c., proves equally advantageous; a hackery load,
the original cost of which may have been two rupees, with an additional expence of eight annas, government impost, sells for more than double at the.
nearest mart. The continuance of these high profits is, no doubt, to be attributed to the almost universal dread entertained of the climate of the Tarai
forest& The people who now carry on the trade, are, with few exceptions,
invariably Mohammedans. For the convenience of the purchasers, the hill
Zemindars have established small Mandis, or marts, at which the timbers and
bamboos are collected, when cut and prepared; they are conveyed thither by
manual labor. The forests nearest the plains being now totally exhausted
of timber, the traders are obliged to come almost to the foot of the hills,
where a supply of the finest timber$, calculated for the consumption
of years, presents itself. Sisu forms an exception, as large trees of thh
speci& are becoming scarce in every part of the Kamao21 forests. A list
of the productions exported from the Tar& forests, will be found in the
appendix.
t

A short view of the p ~ s e n Judicial
t
and Revenue Systems, will now be

taken. The firat calls for little notice, as the general absence of crimes in
this province, renders this branch of administration of minor importance.
From the 1st January, 1820, to the 3lst December 1841, the total of
criminals confined in jail, amounted to sixty-five, for the undermentioned
offences.-
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No.Qf Crimes.

No. of Pn'toners.

............... 4 ...............
...... S .. .*a
............... 1 ...............
................ .1 ...............

Murder,
Thefis above 50 rupeea,
Forgery,
Perjury,

***

*'.

'

Petty thefts and receiving stolen
property,
Assaults, 'defamation, and other
24
petty misdemeanors,

... ... ... ...
.........
Total,

***

4

a
1
1

...............

17

...............

15

-

...... 65 ...............

48

I n addition to the preceding, one murder, and two thefts above fifly
rupees were perpetrated, in which the offenders eluded apprehension. Afiayr
of a serious nature are df very rare occurrence, and even petty assaults are
not frequent. Decoities sometimes take 'place in the BMwar or Tarai,
perpetrated by robbers from the neighbouring districts of Rohilkhnd, to
which they return immediately after the commiseion of the crime. The
offence of addtery is, from the lax state of morals, extremely common among
the lower orders, but it seldom forms a subject of complaint in the court,
except when accompanied by the abduction of the adultress. Infanticide was
foroqerly practised among some Rajput families of high caste, attached to the
Raja's court at Srjnagar, but since the emigration of. these persons on the
Gorkh invasion, no case has ever occurred in the province. Suicide is very
prevalent among females of the lower classes. The commission of this act ia
rarely found to have arisen from any immediate cause of quarrel, but is cornrnonly ascribable solely to the disgust of life generally prevalent among these
persons. The hardships and neglect to which the females in this province
are subjected, will sdciently account for this distate of life, as with a trifling
ac
.
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exception, the whole labor of the agricultural and domestic economy is left to
them, while food and clothing are dealt out to them.with a spwing hand.
Suicide is never committed by males, except in cases of leprosy, when, as in
other parts of India, the leper sometimes buries himself alive. Deaths from
wild beasts are very frequent ; they probably do not fall short of one hundred
annually. Complaints against individuals for sorcery and witchcrafk are very
common indeed ;an infatuated belief in the existence of such power, pervading
the whole body of the inhabitants of this province. All cases of unusual or
sudden sickness and mortality, are immediately ascribed t6 witchcraft, and
individuals are sometimes murdered, on suspicion of having occasioned such
calamities. Applications to the eourt on the subject of caste are numerous :
these are invariably referred to the Pundit of the court, whose decree delivered to the party concerned, is always conclusive. These references are, no
doubt, a consequence of the practice established under the former governments, by which tlie cognizance of case8 involving deprivation of caste, was
confined to the Government Court. The public at l a r p still appear to consider such reference as the only effectual means for obtaining restoration .and
absolution.

The management of the Police in the interior, is entrusted to the Tab
ddars, and the only establishments exclusively devoted to this duty, are the
Thanas at Ahnora, and at the five principal Ghata, towards the plains, .namely,
Kotdwara, Dhikuli, Kota, Bhamouri and Timlf. The expence of these e W
lishments amounts to three thousand and sixty-two rupees per meosem ; the
charges under the same head, on the 1st May, 1816, stood at eight hundred
and seventp-two rupees per mensem.
The provincial battalion is also available for police duties, and during
the healthy season, from November to April incluaive, a line of guards, extending along the frontier of Rokilkkznrt, are stationed for the protection of

the Tar& from Decoita. Tbese posts have superceded the C h k i s formerly
occupied by the Bed and M m t i Chokidars, who, under the former g*
vernments, engaged, on certain considerations, to repress robberies in the
Tarsi, and made themselves answerable for the restoration of all property
which might be stolen within their respective jurisdictions, The remuneration for this service consisted in a fixed tax leviable on d l persona, men
ehandizk, or cattle, passing certain limits. On the introduction of the British
government, it was found, that the sFteni itself wad far from efficient, a d
that numerous abuses were daily practised in tbe collection of the authorized
Choksdarl d m . Thefts of cattle were frequent, and suspicion attached to the
Chokidars themselves, of being participators, if not principals in their perpetration. The resporisibility of the head Chokidar proved merely nominal, as re*
titution of the stolen property w ~ in, most instances, evaded. The system
was, on these grounds, totally abolished in the year 1817, and the advantages
resulting from this measure have been fully evinced, in tho almost total s u p
pression of robberies and other outrages, hitherto ao prevalerit in that part of
the country : the T d under the Gcrrhwul Pergunnas, which is almost wholly
in the Moradabad jurisdiction, must be excepted in this remark. No class of
people answering to the village Choktdars in the plains, are to be found in this
\

province.

1

I n Civil Judicature, the simple forms of the preceding government have
been generally retained. The petition originating the auit, is required to be
written on an eight anna stamp, but no institution or other fees are levied : a
notice, in the form of dab n & m , is then issued, which p;ocess is served by the
plaintiff, and in three caws out of four, produces a compromise between the
parties: where ineffectual, it is returned by the plaintiff into court, when
the defendant is summoned The parties then plead their cause in person,
md should facts be dtspatted an either side, evidence in called for. Oathr
we never administered, oxopt in partidar mi, a d a t the expreas d&e of

,
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either of the parties. Suits, for the division of property, or settlement of
accounts, are commonly referred to arbitrators selected by the parties. In
the issue and execution of decrees, the established forms are followed, but
the leniency of the native creditors renders imprisonment and sales, in
satisfaction of decrees, uncommon : since the introduction of the British government, only eight debtors have been confined in the Ahora jail, six at the
suit of individuals, and two on public demands in the commercial and corn.
missariat departments. At present, only one court (the commissioner's) exista
in the province for the cognizance of civil claims, and the absence of fees
and simplicity of forms, as therein practised, joined to its frequent removal to
every part of the country, have hitherto tended to prevent any inconvenience
being experienced from the want of Moofusil courts. The gratuitous
administration of justice, has not been found to excite litigation, as the
absence of native pleaders, and the celerity with which causes are decided,
operate as checks to such an abuse. The number of civil suits entertained during the year, from 1st January to the Slst December, 1829,
amounted to 1,469, of which only four hundred and thirti-eight proceeded
t o the summons of the defendant ; of the latter, one hundred and thirty-one
were subsequently withdrawn, by Razinamaa, and three hundred and seven
finally adjudicated. Disputes regarding land, form the greater portion of
suits instituted. The value of those in action rarely exceeds one hundred
rupees. The proceedings of the court are written in the Hindi, with the
exception of the examinations, which, for the sake of expedition, are recorded
in the Persian.
The revenue administration is here conducted on the same principles as
are in force in the plains. On the conquest of the province, sa a temporary
arrangement, the revenue of each Pergunna was farmed for one year t o
the Kamk or Sigana.. The receipts of the preceding year, as exhibited in
the Kanongo returns, were assumed as a standard, a deduction of twenty-five

per cent. being allowed for the difference of currency. The Jumma t h u
fixed, amounted to lfZS,!577 Furrnckabad rupees. A t the expiration of t h b
settlement, the Padhrfns were called upon to engage for the aaeessment of
their respective villages : as this mode of collection was, in some degree,
remained to
novel, and PI the individual responeibility of' the P&m
be ascertained, the arrangement in question was only partially introduced,
and the leases restricted to one year, at a Jumma of 1,37,Wg rupees,
The succeui with wMch this experiment was attended, rrnd the punctuality
with which the revenue wae . realized, led to. an extension of the system op
the third settlement, which was fixed for a period of' three yerrrs, at a Jumrna
of 1,60,W rupees. The present settlement was formed on the same principle, and from the reluctance of the M @ ~ t 4 r ~to engage for a longer
period, was again fixed fm a term of three years. The objections preferred
againet a longer lease were fonnded on the migratory habits of the lower
class of cultivators. The Jumma.of the 1st year, ol 1877, amounted to 1,69,S$.M
rupees, which has been taised in the last year of the term, 1879, by the
rents of new villages, to lJ6,664 rupees. This sum is collected from 7883
314d@aa'rs, and is comprised of the following items :-8

............ ...... 1,69,566
...... ...... 3,860
...... ...... 1,100

Cess on Agriculture,
Ditto ditto Copper Mines,
Ditto ditto Iron Mines,
Ditto ditto Pasturage,

......

......

9,088

A further branch, at former aettkmenu, cmsiilted of ctw on the p
f
h
of trade, under which head 7000 rupees were a o a u d y collected from the
&teas.
This source waa foagone at the last settlement, a d ' a remission
to that amount made to the Bhoteuu. The *venue derived ftom timbers,
bamboos, .kuth, &c., in the- TCri.4 foresta, may also be inc2uM in the land
aasesament, as, although- levied in the w
e d duties fiom the exporters, it

a
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is, in fact, the government share in the value of the national products of
those forests, all ,of which are public property. These duties have been
hitherto let to farm on annual leases, at the undermentioned Jumma :-

The total improvement which has taken place in these various branches of
assessment, since the conquest, falls little short of 60,000 rupees, without
taking into account the remission of 7,000 rupees above-mentioned
Notwithstanding the general lightness of the government demand, a very
extensive revision of the detailed assessment has been found indispensable at
each succeeding settlement. This necessity has arisen from the contracted
state of the laboring population, which renders it difficult for any Ma@&
to replace sudden casualties among his tenants. I n 'the present state of
minute village assessment, the death or desertion of even a single cultivator, adds greatly t o . the burthen of the remaining tenants : where
further losses occur, immediate remissions are generally made to save the
village from total desertion. Such defalcations are supplied from a corresponding . improvement in other estates, and as contingencies of this
nature are best k n o w , to the surrounding M(iZguz4rs, the distribution
of the. Pergunnah assessment has been, hitherto, intrusted to the PadMns
themselves. This measure is executed in a general assembly, or Panchait, of
the parties concerned in the scale of the expired Jumma :the increase is, subsequently; laid on in the shape of a percentage. The general equity with which
these mutual
assessments have been conducted, is sufficiently evinced, in the
I
facility and punctuality with which they have been realised. The village
settlements are formed with the established Padkin in all cases, except
where objected to, on suEcient groundg by the remaining sharers on the

estate. The nature and dues of the above office have already been described :
the small parcels of land attached to it, are particularly specified in the lease
as Hek Padhrinchdd; the total of such lands in Kmaon proper amounts to
about 5000 standard B G , being recorded at 5970 nominal Bisis. In Gerhwal,
no public allowance of this nature exists, but a similar arrangement has always
been made by the joint proprietors of the estate in favor of the PadMn.
I t now only remains,to .be considered how far the rents paid by the actual
cultivators correspond with the public demand. A large partion of the pro,
vince, not less, probably, than three-fourths of the villages, are wholly cultivated by the actual proprietors of the land, from whom, ofcourse, nothing can
be demanded beyond their respective quotas of the village assessment. In
these cases, the settlement is, literally speaking, Ryatwirra, although the lease
is issued only in the name of one, or at most of two sharers in the estate.
The remaining part of the province may be comprised under two descriptions of estates :First ;Those villages in which the right of property is recognized in the heirs of former grantees, while the right of cultivation remains with
the descendants of the original occupants. I n these, the rents are commonly
paid in " Ktit," or kind, a t an invariable rate, as fixed at the period of the
grant. Secondly ; All villages in which the right, both of property and occupancy, have become vested in one and the same individual. In these, the
M(ilow6r has necessarily the discretion of demanding the full extent of the
" Malik Hissa," or government share, supposing no fixed agreement to have
been made between him and his tenants ; but such improvidence on the part
of the latter rarely occurs, and the great competition which exists for cultivators, i n consequence of the contracted state of the labouring population as,
compared wit11 the extent of the arable land, will long secure favourable terms
and treatment to this important class of the community. Under this desdip-!
tkn of villages are included those newly brought into cultivation, and the
Puckas& lands; of the ht, the propr+tpry right is always granted to the,

.
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reclaimer, in consideration of the expence incurred by him in the enterprise.
By the term PueImht, is implied all lands which are cultivated by non-resident
tenants. I n the Tarai, the system of rents is, in some respects, different. T h e
estates there are, generally speaking, of large extent, but none are permanently
inhabited with the exception of the villages of the T h a w and Bogsaa, in the
low Tmd, adjoining Rohilkhd. In these, the rents are calculated by the
plough of land at an easy rate, never exceeding the proportion of one-tenth
of the gross produce. I n the upper parts of the Twai, the farms are tempor e l y occupied by the hill Zemindars during the c/old season ; during the remainder of the year, the danger of the climate occasions their almost tot$
desertion. The rabi crop, consequently, forms the chief source of rent to the
Ma'Zguh : the individual rates vary from four annas to three rupees tbe
plough, according to the supply of water available for irrigation.
The local divisions having been found inconveniently numerous for the
purpoees of account and management, many of the petty divisions have re.
cently been united to the adjoining pergunnas, of which they will, in future,
form sub-divisions, while 8 few districts, composed of villages dispersed in va.
rioas parts of.the province, have also been broken up, and their vinsges reincorporated with their original pergunnas.

By these arrangements, the number of p e r p a s has been reduced to
twenty-six, as detailed in statement (A.)

The revenue establishments m consist of

fonr Tahsil&ris, the relative

extent and expenee of which are aa follows :No.of Vd+.

..........................
.....,
%hir;. ............................... .

Kamaon H a m Tahsil,
~ ~ a l~ Gi ~ ~ U I O O ,
Gerhwd
-,

-1..

Total,

..

t

Annual Jmnua. Annual Bzpc~s.
SOSO

eiw

1210

28149
2994 1

9034

176663

,

2158
2148
9432

OF KAMAON.

!2OS

On t h e l s t June, 1816, the number of Tahsildaris was eight, at an annual
expense of 20,216 rupees; since that period a reduction has also been effected
in the Sudder native establishment, the yearly total of which is now 7 4 ~ 3 in,
stead of 9840, as it then stood. The Defteris, or Kanongos, nine in number,
receive salaries to the aggregate of 3009 rupees per annum. Nine pergunna
Patwkis have. been established with a monthly stipend of five rupees- each.
The revenue of the resumed nankar lands has fully covered these -allowances.
Of the mode of collections, it is only necessary to state, that the demand
and one on the,
is divided into four kistti, three of which fall on the kha*
rabi crop. No talabiina is levied from the mAlguzirs.
Transit duties of every description were finally abolished in this province
in 1818. The consumption of spirituous liquors and drugs is trifling, and the
revenue from that source correspondingly small, the present not exceeding
500 rupees annually. The use of stampt paper has been partially introduced
in Judicial proceedings, during the last two years. The annual receipt on
this account now amounts to BOO0 rupees. A comparative view of receipts
and expenditure of the province in the years 1815-16 and 18%2-%3,will be
seen in the Appendix, statement E.

I

i

The rent-free lands may be classed under two heada, first the Gu'nt,"
or religious assignments, and secondly, those granted to iadividuals. The
" Gzint" villages amount to 973, and eontain about 1-15th of the arable lands
of the province, all of which are permanently alienated from the rent-roll of
government. There are 175 villages enjoyed by individuals, the rakba of which
may be estimated at 3000 bisis, or I-70th of the arable lands of the province :
the terms on which these lands are held are various, mostly for life. The
largest rent-free estate in the possession of an individual yields about 1,000 Rs.
per annum, and is held on a grant from the Nipal government in.tenure of
2 E

,

'

1

perpetuity. The total revolution which took place in the government at the
Gorkha conquest, and the comparative recentness of that event, will explain
a e small extent of the Jagir lands. At that period, dl grants in favor of the
public and private ~ervantsof the former Rajas were'resumed, and subquently, the fagirs of privIIte individuals, including even those of the Brahmins, were, with few exceptions, subjected to the same measure. During the
last seven years, upwards of 150villages, including those in Nankar, have been
re-annexed to the rent-roll. The greater part of these had-been surreptitiously
abstracted fiom the public ameasment, by the connivance of the executive officers of the Nipal government. The pensi0.n~chargeable *onthe revenues of
this province, amount to 21,670 rupees per annum, according to the following
distribution :
Per .an#u??t.
Pensions of In perpetuity to Religiow Establishments. 2,152
former Govt. For life to individuals.
3418
For life in Political Department.
9,600
clo. Military Invalid allowances.
9,570

1

.... .... ... ...

... .
...

It now only remains tooffer a few ~~oncluding
observations on the ~ t i t of
e
the Province and of its Inhabitants.

The deterioration which had taken place under the Gwkha government,

,

.

has already been mentioned. On the conquest in 1815, cultivation was
found at its lowest ebb, the rent-free villages alone exhibiting a thriving
appearance. The laboring classes had been reduced td the extremest
indigence, while the Kamins and Siyanas were, for the greater part, overwhelmed with debts, contracted for the liquidation of the public demands.
Since that period, a variety of causes have combined to ameliorate the
condition of the industrious portion of the community. Light assessmen&
attended with constant high prices of produce, have more than doubled the
1

profits of .agriculture, while the increased competition which has taken place in
the trade with this province,%= considerable enhanced the value of its exports.
To the laboring classes, more particularly those in the neighbourhood of
the military posts, the public works and the transport of stores have afforded
continued souices of employment. The aggregate expenditure under these
heads, during the last eight years has, probably,not been muchshort of 4 lacks
of rupees, a large sum as compared with the amount of the poiulation by which
it will have been absorbed. 'It cannot, however, be denied, that the demand for
labor on these accounts has, a t some periods, been so excessive as to prove the
,
.
to the people concerned. Partial reoccasion of inconvenience and hardship
dudions in the military force, and the augmented resources of the province,
have, in some measure, counteracted the evil. The whole province exhibits
ample proofs of improvement; indeed it may be fairly stated, that the
present cultivation exceeds that of 1815, in the proportion of full oae-third.
few
From the subdivided state of landed property, which here ex&,
individual landblden have the means af acquiring wealtb, but thaugh all
eonacted with the soil are c o d b e d to a state of equality, their conditiop, 'as
a body, is no doubt superior to that of any similar clars of teuantr, ia any part
of the Company's territories. A knowledge of thwe advantages has induced
, a continual emigration of cultivators from the adjoining provinces of the
Ra..of Nipalaud GRJnxJ. T o some of the principal hmins-and Brahmins,
the introduction of the British government, by destroying their former
infiuence, haa proved a cause of regtet, but to the great a k of' the papulation, this event hiu been a source of unoeasing berdts and, congntulatioa

.-
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ADDITIONAL OBSERVATIONS.

Page 137. The Province of Kamaon, as now formed, comprises the whole
of the Raj of that name, together with a large portion of the principality
of Gerhwal. Strictly speaking, the name of Kamaon is applicable only t o
the country lying between the Kafi, or Gogra, and the Ra'mgangd, t o which
tract it was given by the Rajas of the last race, who sprung originally from a
Chieftain of the Pergunna of that name. The appellation of GerhwaZ is said
to have been derived from. the number of Gerhs (Fort) formerly existing
there. Ahnora is said to have been so named from the abundance of wild
sorrel (Ahnori) which grows iq its vicinity.

Page 153. A remarkab1.e vaiiety of snake is the ~ u r a o , "a species of
Boa of immense size, found only on high mountains, ,and in the wildest solitudes. It is said to prey chiefly on deer and other wild animals, but occasionally seizes and swallows cattle which may have approached its cave. BJ
the lower orders, more particularly the herdsmen, fabulous powers and features
afe ascribed to this animal : among other wonders, it is said to possess a long
flowing mane of red hair, and to make use of a large pine tree as s walking
stick, when descending the mountains. Of the real existence of the Chwao,
(stripped of these wonderful attributes) there can be no doubt, as it is occasionally killed by hunters.

The a Gok," or Gosamp," is nearly white in the northern parts of the
hi&, and its skin, nbich is extremely'hard, and forms a handsome material
for sword scabbards, is rendered the more valuable from the scarceness of
the animal.
. .
Page 160. They represent themselves as being the descendants of one
of the aboriginal princes of Kamaon, who, with his-family, fled to the'jungles

to escape the destruction threatened by an usurper : under the pretension to
royal origin, the Ra'wats, or RGh, abstain from offering to any individual, whatever his rank, the usual eastern salutation. The orgin of this tribe, howsoever
the claim to regal descent be disposed of, must certainly be referred to some
race of inhabitants anterior to the settlement of the present race.- The great
difference in customs and religion from the Hindu tenets, which exists
among the R@, might be ascribed to the savage mode of life pursued by
them and their ancestors for so long a period, but the total dissimilitude gf
language, which renders the Rgi and present Kwnaya wholly unintelligible
to each other, cannot be accounted for in the same mode, and can only be
attributed to a separate origin. , A conjecture may be hazarded, that the outcastes, or Doms, are in part descended from the aborigines. A marked difference exists in the personal appearance of this class and of the Hindu
inhabitants ;the former being, for the most part, extremely dark, almost black,
with crisp curly hair :they are, at the same'time, i n a state of nearly universal
slavery, a circumstance which, from its extent, can scarcely be ascribed wholly
to the mere, process of purchase, but which may be explaiped by supposing a
part of the aboriginal inhabitants to have been seized by the first Hindu
eoloni~tr,and reduced to slavery,- in which state their descendants have since
remained

i
1

Page 161. The name Badari," is derived from Badari, Sanscrit, the
B h or Jujube. The legends respecting the origin of this idol differ : by

\
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one account, it is said to have been, in remote ages, an object of peculiar veneration and worship in the adjoining province of Thibet, from whence it
fled, about seventeen centuries past, to the spot on which the temple now
stands: the second, and more probable legend, represents the idol to have been
originally found iu the river near the temple, which was then erected and dedicated to it by Sankardchrin', a missionary from the peninsula of India : the
appearance of the idol, which bears scarcely any resemblance to the human
farm, and exhibits evident traces of having been once worn, and polished by
the action of water, gives atrength to this tradition.
Keda'w'th, an incarnation of Sadashco, is not a form of Vishu,. but the
word '' Kedkr," is divided from " Ke," Sanscrit, wqter, and " Ddr," abounding with : the worship of this idol, at its present site, is carried back to the
remote of fabulous a p j , being ascribed originally to the Pdn&c~s. Thera
brothers, aker their battles with the giants, are said to have proceeded to
- Haridwhr, with a view to expiations and to worship Sadaseo. That god,
alarmed at their approach, fled under the form of a buffalo, and was pursued
by them to Keddr, at which spot he dived into the earth, leaving only his
posteriors visible above ground. This part, of which the Pllndmas established
the worship, continues to receive the adoration of the pilgrims at Keddr.
The remaining portions of the body of the god receive worship at the tern
ples of " Kalpmar," " Madhyameswar," " Rdaztdth," and .Zhgan&h,*
all situated along the HinrliZaya chain, and which, together with Kedbnbth,
form the Pama Kedh, a peculiar object of pilgrimage to pious votaries, but
which, from the difliculties of the roads, few are able to accomplish.
I n the *rear of Kedhr is the Himblaya peak of #' Mahd PWhYs' celebrated in Hindu Mythology, as the point at which the Phnduvas devoted
This correction of the original passage, by the author himself, had not been received when
page 161 was printed-H. H. W.
. ,

themselves, and from whence they were taken up to heaven :a similar bleasing,
it is believed, will be conferred on every virtuous and pious person, who may
reach the peak, or perish in the way ; from twenty to twenty-five votaries an.
nually sacrifice themselves in the attempt to ascend the Mahd Patttk, or Greut
wy, or by throwing themselves over a precipice, called Bhyrava Jhamp, in the
neighbourhood :by suicide, at the latter spot, the votary expects to have realized
in his future state, that object and wish for which'he expressly devotes himself.
These suicides are chiefly from Guzerat and BengaZ, and commonly leave their
houses for the avowed purpose of proceeding to Mahb Panth, and such sacrifice8
by hill-people are rare ;it may, therefore, be reasonably presumed, that they are
not &casioned by the influence or suggestions of the prieat and attendants
of the temple.

Page 164. The personal appearance of the inhabitants varies in a marked
degree, in different parts of the hills, though the same general caste of countenance, a lank face, with prominent features, prevails throughout. In the northern districts, the people are short, stout-made and fair, while in the southern
hills, the stature is somewhat greater, the form spare, and the complexion
sallow : the natives of the midJand pergunnas, present a medium appearance
between the two first mentioned classes. The children of both sexes are,
generally speaking, every where fair and handsome, but as the boys approach
to manhood, their features become coarse, and their face loses its fullness.
The females, from constant exposure t o the weather, and f r m ipcessant labor, lose all pretensions to good looks .at an early age, and when advanced
in life, are commonly remarkable for their extreme ugliness. Women of the
higher ranks, not subject to such vicissitudes, must be excepted, as they are
invariably fair and often beautiful.
A similar variation in costume exists m the hills. I n the northern districts, the principal article of dress, conskts of an unsewn web of cloth,
1

.
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either of hemp or wool. I n the males, this is thrown over the shoulders,
and descends down behind to the- knees, from whence it is doubled, and
carried back over the shoidders ; the two ends are fastened on the breast, by
wooden or metal pihs, the corners being passed over and under the opposite ,
shoolder, the sibes are drawn forward, so as to m y t over t h e bbdy, and are
secured in that situation, by a kamerband of cotton or hemp& cloth. A
narrow strip of cloth paksed between the legs and fastened by a string
round t h l waist, and a skull cap, complete the suit. The arms and legs are
thus left bare add unincuhbered; in rigorous weather, however, blanket
trowsers are partially worn. The women fasten the web of cloth, in a some.
what different mode, as it reaches tosthe heels, and hangs full.like a petticoati
and in addition, they wear commonly a boddice of dark coliured chintz, and
a narrow scarf of white cloth. I n other parts of the province, the dress of
both sexes resembles that of the corresponding classes in the plains, except.
ing, that the turban is little used, and the "j~q'li," or "jiima," reaches
only to the knees. I t may be observed, generally, of tlie hill people, that they
are extremely indifferent in regard to'the state of their
every-day apparel,.
r
and continue to wear their clothes till reduced to mere shreds and tatters,
but on holydays and festivals, individuals of either sex prefer absenting
themselvds from the festivities, to appearing in a worn out garment.
-The great bulk of the population aubsists on the coarse grains, such
,

as M a n d k ,
pulse, Urd,
bread, or is
termilk and

Jangrira, Koni, C h , Mana, &c., and the inferior kinds of
Galrat, Bhat, R e , &c The Mandtia is either made into
dressed as porridge, " bdri," a n i seasoned with g6jholi,". butturmeric boiled together-the Chena and Koni, are also made

into bread, or boiled whole, and eaten as rice. When travelling, the lower
classes live chiefly on "Satu," the meal of parched barley, of which every
individual carries a suppTy with him : this article requires- only the addition
of a little water to prepare it for eating.

Rice forms the favorite food of aU

*

tho$&who &anattbnl to purehare it. Wheat is only in partial coxjsumption,
&hiedyon occasioas of entertainment8 s t marriages, &c., when the peculiat
bcruples of Hindus prevent thk use of rice. Vegetable6 of all kinds, both
cultured and wild, are objeots of universal consumption; among the latter
description, not already noticed, may be mdtionsd the nettle, fern, tulip,
ma%, &c., of *hich the shoots, root, and bean, respectively, are eaten i the
list of herbs, roota, and leaves, considered edible by the natives, is endless :in*
deed, from their indiscrimination in this reapedt, fatal cases of poison some6
times occur. During the periodical residence of the agricultural classes in
the Tarai, their principal food is " Obya," or sweet potatoes, boiled, and
eaten with butter-milk.

'

Animal food is in much request among all classes ; with the exception
of thoae animals, the use of which, as food, is prohibited by their religion,
and excepting also reptiles af all descriptions, and carrion birda or haste,
every sort df animal is converted to food, in some part or othet of the hills :
by the southern G e r h l i r , rate and inice are considered as dainties, The
favorite flesh is that of the goat, or of the sheep, where bred : against the
mheep of the plains, an universal prejudice exists, its long tail rendering it, in
the eye of the Highlander, a speeiee of dog. No scmple ae to the mode of
deceaee. exiets, and anitnals dying a natural death from diseaa, or other
c&
are eaten by the Hin*
aru wall ae by the D m .
Tobacco is smaked by all, but the highest caste Brsmins, who substitute
Wdrob, tbe inqiskated juice of the hemp plant : they, however, chew the .
leaf pbunded a d mixed with lime, ,a practice which prevails also amung the
6ther clams.
I

1

The use of spirituous liquor8 is, in Kamadn, confined to the lowest'cla86
er Doms : in GerRrual, the Hindas are leas scrupulous, and excepting a fer
B o
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Brahmin families, all drink a species of whisky there manufactured, either
from rice or barley: at the same time, they will not touch ihe common kinds,
of spirit, as prepared in the plains ;the objection to the latter arising from the
mode in which the liquor is made, as well as from the caste of people by
whom the manufacture is carried on, whereas the Gerhwal spirit is prepared
by Hindus of the Rajput caste, and is fermented by the juice of particular
roots, against the use of which no religious prejudice prevails. Intoxication
is rare, and takes place only at the religious festivals.
I

The mildness of the temperature of the hills would lead to the expectation, that-the inhabitants would enjoy an exemption from most of the diseases
incident to less favored countries, and that a different state takes place, is
doubtleas to be attributed, in a great measure, to the people themselves. By
their avocations, the labouring classes are occasionally compelled to descend
into the vallies, the air of which is invariably noxious during half the year.
The purity of the natural atmosphere, is also counteracted by the state in
which the villages are kept : the dung heap forms a prominent object in front
of, and contiguous to every farm : the villages are commonly buried in dense
crops of gigantic hemp, while the houses are enveloped with a profusion of
acandent vegetables, such as cucumbers, water-melons, pumpkins, &c. &c.
From the united operation of these causes, during the worst seaaon of the
year, general sickness prevails throughout the hills, in the shape of quotidian,
tertian and quartan fevers. Contagious and typhus fevers occasionally break
out, generated, no doubt, from an excess of the same cause. These always
exhibit the rapid and malignant features of plague, as does aIso the small
pox, which proves extremely destructive whenever it visits the hills.
Rheumatism is common during the ,cold weather. Cutaneous eruptions of
various kinds are universally prevalent among all ranks, and are ascribed by
the inhabitants to' the use of spring water. Leprosy does not appear so common as in the plains. T o the above, must be added &ctions,of the spleen and

'

l

1

of the lungs, bowel. complaints, stone and dropsy, all of which are frequent.
A general disinclination prevails among the lower classes to the use of physick, on the avowed principle, that from the pureness of their general diet,
their stamina is not sufficiently. strong to stand the effects of powerful remedies : cooling drafts and restoratives are, however, taken without hesitation :
those in most general use, are infusions of fennel seed, black pepper, or cherayta,
in water. I n most disorders, recourse is had to cauterizing, performed by the
application of lighted balls of tow, or of some otl~etsimilar substance, either
to the back of the neck, the breast, or the pit of the stomach. Firing by
means of an iron, is also resorted to in cases of strains, swellings, or rheumatism. I n all diseases, the principal reliance for their cure is placed on charms
tied to the person of the patient, on magnetism, and on various superstitious
ceremonies and sacrifices. Inoculation is neverthought of in the interior,
till the small-pox actually appears in the village itself, or in the immediate
neighbourhood, and then, from the unskilful manner in which it is performed, or from the use of virulent matter, the precaution proves, in frequent instances, ineffectual. I n the cas; of this, and of other contagious distempers,
nonintercourse is found, by the inhabitants, f o be the best preventative, and with
this view they sometimes abandon their villages, and retreat, temporarily, to
the summit of an adjoining mountain, and there continue for some days,
till they presume the contagion to have passed away. Considering the rude
"
state of medical scienc/e in these hills, it is somewhat remarkable, that lithotomy should be in common practice : this operation is performed on subjects
of all ages, and apparently with very general succesa. The operators are
from among the low caste Dom, and the only instruments used, are a razor
and a pair of common forceps. Some notice may here be taken of the Goitre,
which is common in these hills, although it is here a disease which injures only the personal appearance, and not the bodily health or mental facul.
tiea of the subject. This affection has been ascribed to various local peculirrities, or to a peculiar susceptibility in the constitution of mountaineers, but
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the exampIe of these hilla fully demonstrates, that it cannot be refertad exclusivel~to any one of th4) &bmmc)nlyassigned causes. The Goitre is here

',

found among the residents df mobt elevated villages, as well as among those
of the low vallies, in $p6t? where stlow is never seen, as well aa in those
near which it for ever lies ; in distri~tswhere no minerals are known to
exist, as well as in those abounding with mines ; among people who drink
none but river water,
well as arnotig those who use only springs ;among
the rich equally with the poor 3 and lastly, it attacks individuals recently
from the plains, as well as the natives of tlie hills. A cohjecture may
be hazarded, that the Goitre is in part produced by the effects of the keen
mountain air acting on the exposed throat ; a covering to that part seems at
any rate to be the most effectual remedy as well as preventative ; in cases of
incipient Goitre, the natives have immediate recourse to the use aE a neck4
cloth, formed of otter skin, or so~neother warm substance, which is worn till
the swelling haa wholly subsided ; and although instances have accbrred here
of European females atld children being attacked by Geirtv, no case of any
European male being ao d i c t e d has yet taken place. Various mitrumb d
remedies are prescribed -bythe native practiti0net.s: among the latter, a sinw
ple soM ib the bazar, under the name of GeIkrr Patta," is in mobt request,
Odward applicatioas, cauterizing, and isaues, are dm resorted to, but all, n e
tmiously, without the slightest prospect of success in aqy but incipient cases.
I n closing this subject it may be observed, that the pracrtiae of the 6 6 B&,*'
or Brahmin physicians, among the upper slassee, ia on a pat with that in the
plains, whither such practitioners are originally sent to studp medicine,
Musk appear8 to form an ingredient in almost evey remedy administered bf
them, and, indeed, the inhabitants of the hills universally entertain thegreate st
confidence in the medicinal virtues of that drug.
The population of the interior, as has been already stated, is comprised
almost solely of the agricultural classes. From the nature of the country, tha

communication between villages is commonly both tedious and laborious, and
the intercourse of the inhabitants of even adjacent hamlets is confined to the
pe1;iodical festivals which occur at neighbouring temples : on these occasions again, the meeting is composed wholly of the villagers of the surrounding district, and the presence of individuals from other parts of the hills is
viewed almost as an intrusion. This state of restricted intercourse, continued
through ages, has tended to preserve a distinctness of character and manners
among the mountaineers, who accordingly still exhibit the compound of vir.

1

I

!

tues and defects common to wicultural tribes in a rude stage of society. q+
nest, sober, frugal, patient under fatigue and privations, hospitable, good humoured, open, and us~~ally
sincere in their address, they are, at the same time,
extremely indolent, fickle, easily led away by the counsel of others, hasty ia
pursuing the dictates of passion, even to their own immediate detriment,
envious of each other, jealous of strangers, capable of equivocation and petty
cunning, and lastly, grossly superstitious. T o personal courage, the lower
order make no pretensions ; the high Rajput families, who are most part descended from western adventurers, are in no way deficient in the ipherent
spirit of their race. Conjugal affection has scarcely any existence in the hills ;
wives ape universally considered and treated as part of the live stock, and
little or no importance is attached to the breach of female chastity, except.
ing when the hrejudices of caste mby thereby be compromised. T o their
children, they, however, evince strong affection, and instances of suicide, by
fathers as well as mothers, from grief for the loss of a child, are far from
uncommon. The indolence of &e male sex is insuperable, even by the prospect of gain, and the whole labor of the domestic economy and of agriculture,
excepting only ploughing and harrowing, is left to the women ;and a rate of
wages, greater by one half than that which exists in the plains, fails in inducing the voluntary attesdance of day labourers : the people of this class will,
however, without hesitation wander hundreds of miles, and spend weeks to
gain a few annas by peddling the commodities of the plains. All mountaineers
9
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unite in an excessive distrust of th$ natives of the low country, whom
they regard as a race of swindlers and extortioners : the jealousy with which
the mountaineers of one pergunna view those of another, amounts to a apirit
of clanship, which feeling may, doubtless, be ascribed to the state of government that, at one time, existed in these hills, when every pergunna and sub.
division formed a separate and independant principality. Local attachments
are very predominant, and 'an eventual return to their natal village continues
to be the cherished hope of those, whom the want of means of subsistence
may have compelled to migrate : from the same sentiment, the petty landed
proprietors entertain an overwhelming affection for their hereditary fields.
Of the honesty of the hill people, too much praise cannot be given : property
of all kinds is left exposed in every way, without fear and without loss: in tbose
districts whence periodical migration to the Tarai takes place, the villages
are left with almost a single occupant during half the year, and though a
great part of the property of the villagers remains in their houses, no precaution is deemed necessary, except securing the doors against the' ingress of
animals, which is done by a bar of wood, the use of locks being as yet confined to the higher classes. In their pecuniary transactions with each other,
the agricultural classes have rarely recourse to written engagements, bargains
concluded by the parties joining hands, (" Hath Marna") in token of assent,
prove equally effectual and binding, as if secured by parchment and 8,eda
If exceptions to this general charaeer for honesty exist in the hills, 'they are
to be found only in the class of Donas, or outcites, who are commonly of
hose and dissipated habits, confirmed, if not acquired, by continued inbr.
course with the plaini A t a former period, the higher orders would appear
'to have been rapacious, oppressive, and vindictive, and acts of violence and
bloodshed, perpetrated from motives 6f rapine or revenge, were of common
occurrence. The impotence of the government, which had neither the power
to repress outrages, nor to redress injuries, W& doubtless the principal cause of
these disorders, which, under the strong and vigorous system of the Ciorkhas,

.
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ioon ceased, and' all classes are now equally conspicuous for their order and
submijaion to public authority. The mountaineers are of a lively disposition,
much inclined to singing, dancing, and sports ;they are also fond of hearing
and reking tales, and of puzzling one another with riddles ;games of ball are
prevented by the nature of the country, but sports of other kinds are numerous ;and among them the Englishman will recognize Hocky, and many
other ganies familiar to his youth. The most common sedentary amusements are Bag,h Bakri, fox and geese, Ramchu'r, drafts and chowper ; chess. and
cards (Ganjg?) are played by the higher classes at Almora and S r h g a r ,
among whom, more particularly the Brahmins, an inclination f ~ gambling
r
is
generally prevalent. The style of dancing has been noticed among the religious ceremonies. The singing is of three kinds, each, with its peculiar time
mud measure. 1st.-The Bhurao, a species of dramatic recitation, in which
two or more cllaracters are brought forward, the measures varying with the
mbject. In this class are also comprised the hymns, in honor of the local
gods and demigo: 2d.-The
Josa ballads, composed on popular and passiag events, th; time of which is quick and lively, more particularly. in the
chorus. 3d.-The Bpi, or Bhagnaol, a species of duet, sung commonly
by a male and a female, who respond to each other in extemporary stanzas
alternately. The subject has commonl~~ f e r e n c eto the situation or actual
occupation of the parties, clothed in numerous metaphors and similies,
drawn dhiefiy fkom vegetable products :where the parties are skilful, the Byri
is made the vehicle of personal praise or satire : this style of singing is highly popular iq the Kammm pergunnahs, and it'is there a common raying, that
no female heart can withstand the seductions' of an accomplished Byri singer.
The measure is slow and plaintive.
The only musical instruments in common use, are drums of various kinds,
as in the plains, and the shepherd's pipe ;this latter is rude and simple, formed'
from the smallhill bambu :its power, as well es that of the performers, a p p m

I
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to be confined to a few notes continually repeated and prolonged : when heard.
in the glens and dells, the melody of this instrument is wild and pleasilrg.
An attempt to collect the numerous superstitious beliefs current in these
hills, would be an endless task, the result of which would by no means repay
the labor bestowed, as these beliefs are for the most part rude and gross, displaying neither imagination nor refinement in their texture. The moun.taineers believe implicitly in the existence of the various tribes of ghosts,
evil spirits, demons, goblins, fanes, elves, &c.; and have, moreover, the fullest
evidence in thepowers of sorcery and witchcraft : a few of the most current
superstitions, under these several heads, may be stated.
The ghost tribe is divided into numerous varieties : the first and most
formidable is the Bheit, or ghost : individuals who may have died a violent
death, whether by murder, execution, drowning, and to who& remains
due funeral honors may not have been paid. The Bhzit continues to haunt
his descendants for generations in an invisible shape, and requires to be occasionally appeased by sacrifices and offerings. Masbn, or Imps, are the ghosts
of young children, the bodies of whom are buried, and not burnt, and who
prowl about the villages in the shape of bears and other wild animals.

Tola, or Will of the Wisps, are the ghosts of bachelors, that is of males,
who may die at mature age unmarried. The society of the T o h 'is supposed
to be contemned by all other classes of ghosts, and they are, accordingly,
seen only in wild and solitary places.

Airi, the ghost of a person killed in hunting, is believed to haunt the
forest in which the accident may have occurred, and is heard, from time to
time, hallooing to its dogs.
calamity to the hearer.

To hear the voice of the A S , portends some

\

Ache6 or fairy, the ghosts of young female children ; these reside

on the tops of the mountains, but descend at dusk to hold their revels in
more convenient spots. T o faU in with the train, a t the time, is fatal, as the
dch' punish such intrusions with death : they occasiodally also molest
those who may cross the sites of their abodes during the day, more pnrticularly females, who may have any red articles of dress on their person a t the
time, the Adm' bearing a peculiar antipathy to that color. When female
children are taken suddenly ill, it is immediately concluded that the
Acheri have cast their spell or shadow (Clzhyii) on the child, with the view
of adding her ghost to their numbers. The optical illusions and shadows,
seen in various mountainous countries, are also occasionally visible on
Borne of the mountains in this province, which are accordingly celebrated as
the peculiar resort of the A ~ h d ,as the processions of elephanh, horses,
&c. which sometimes appear on the summits, are naturally ascribed t e tho=
ideal beings. A hill opposite to Srimgar, is celebrated in this respect; the .
train of shadows which, from time to time, appears to move along its ridge, continues visible for some minutes, and is, in consequence, viewed by nunlbers of
the inhabitants of the town. I t is therefore certain, that these shadows originate in physical causes, and are not created by the imagination of individuals.
T h e theory, by which this illusion is explained in other places, is particularly
applicable here, as the shadows in' question, 'are invariably seen at the Bame
hour, that is, when the sun is sinking below the horizon.
The Deos, or demons, form a humerous clans, and scarce a village
but his its particular Deo: some of the tribe are obnoxious to men, others
to women or children, while a more ignoble race vent their malice on cat,
tle. An account of one of these Deos will serve as a description of the
haunts the north pergunnas of
whole tribe. This demon,- called R*,
K-on,
removing occasionally from one place to another; .in his migra-

tions, he makes use of a large rock for a steed, on which a h he nightly

,
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perambulates the villages in the vicinity of his residence. Though invisible to
the eye, his approach is indicated by the clattering of his maesive courser: he
molests only females: should he, in his excursions, fall in with, and take a fancy to any woman, her fate is assured : from that moinent she is haunted by
him incessantly in her dreams, and gradually wasting away, she falls eventually a victim to his passion. Such is the ancient belief regarding R h h , and
an infatuated conviction of having become the object of his choice, is not
uncommonly attended with.a fatal termination.
The power of occasioning sickness, and even death, by means of incantations, Ghbt, is ascribed to those skilled in witchcraft. The Bogsa, or
Sorcerer, is further supposed to be capable of assuming the form of a wild
beast, - (as t h e . man-wolf of Germany,) for the purpose of destroying his
enemies. An old man residing near Srinagar, and practising as a physician,
is a most notorious Bogsa, And is believed by his neighbours to be not
less than two hundred years old: the reputation of having devoured many in.
dividuals, under the form of a tiger, cost him the loss of his teeth, many
of which were extracted, by orders of the then. RGa, to render him less
formidable in his future mk.amorphoses.
\

I

-

The.evil eye has its effects here, as elsewhere, and many cases of sickness are ascribed to its operation. In Gerhwul,.a peculiar superstition exists,
which ascribes to inanimate objects the same effects' a i the evil eye. This is
called Bed,h Hona, literally " becoming a mark to ;" as where a new house,
from being built on an eminence, or from its superior height, becomes a pro.
minent object to, and overlooks other houses, the latter, in respect to it, are .
aaid to he Bed,h Luga, or " struck," and the sickness or death of the inmates can only be prevented by the lowering or total removal of the obnoxious
building. This prejudice
has no coonexion with the jealou$ feelings regaiding
privacy, common to the k t , as similar effects are ascribed to houses,and even
'
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rocks on opposite and distant mountains, as wdl as to erections in the immediate vicinity. With so mAny imaginary sources of calamity and sickness,
independant of natural causes, the population must have become extinct, had
not the means of prevention and cure for the former existed, possessing the full
confidenee of the inhabitants. Religious ceremonies, sacrifices, exorcism, and
counter-charms are resorted to, in all cqses of sickness ascribed to the malice of
ghosts, demons, fairies and witches. I n cases of temporary affection, such as
fits, &c., the devil is driven out either by flogging the possessed with nettles, or
by fumigation with some horrible odour. A belief in the temporary and
occasional presence of a deity in the bodiis of individuals, is here universally
prevalent, and the superstition applies equally to all the local deities, and to
persons of both sexes, of all castes and classes. Individuals subject to the in*'piration of some particular deities are, on suchoccasions, consulted as oracles,
but in most instances, the fit evaporates in dancing: this consists in the motion
of the head or body, a t first slow, and gradually quickening, till it becomes
convulsive, and beyond the controul of the inspired, and is thus continued till

,
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utter exhaustion :during this ceremony, the excitement is created and kept up
by t h e music of a drum beat by one of the spectators.,
Drought, want of fertility in the soil, murrain in cattle, and other calamities incident to husbandry, are here invariably ascribed to the wrath of
particular gods, to appease which, recourse is had to various ceremonies. In
the K a m o n districts, offerings, and singing, and dancing are resorted t o
on such occasions : in Gerhwal the measures pursued with the same view,
are of a peculiar nature, deserving of more particular notice. In
those villages of which Kc% is the tutelary divinity, a sacrifice of bull
buffaloes is offered up : the number of animals slaughtered on such occasions
varies with the means of the inhabitants: each buffalo is successively led t o
the door of the temple for decapi<ation : the first stroke is inflicted b i the
principal Zemindar, and if not immediately fatal, is followed up by repeated

-
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blows from the surrounding crowd, until the animal is despatched, or rather
hacked to pieces. I n villages dedicated to the protection of Mdiddeva, propitiatory festivals are 'held in his honor; at these, Bridis, or rope-dancers, are
engaged to perform on the tight rope, Lang, or to slide down an inclined
rope stretched from the summit of a cliff to the valley beneath, and made
fast to posts driven into the ground. The BCidi sits astride on a wooden
saddle, to which he is tied by thongs : the saddle is similarly secured to the
bast, or sliding cable, along which it runs, by means of a deep groove ; sandbags are tied to the Bbdi's feet sufficient to secure his balance, and he is then,
after various ceremonies, and the sacrifice of a kid, started off. The velocity
of his descent is very great, and the saddle, however well greased, emits a volume of smoke throughout tlie greater part of his progress. The length and
inclination of the bast necessarily vary with the nature of the cliff, but as
the BEdi is remunerated at the rate af a rupee for every hundred cubits,
hence termed a toln, a correct measurement always takes place : the longest bast which has fallen within my observation was twenty-one tola, or
2100 cubits in length. From the precautions taken as abovementioned, the
only danger to be apprehended by the Bddi is from the breaking of the
rope, to provide against which, the latter, commonly from one and a half to
two inches in diameter, is made wholly by his own hand: the material used is
the bha'ber grass. Formerly, if a B a d fell to the ground in his course, he
was immediately dispatched with a sword by the surrouncling spectators, but
this practice is now of course prohibited : no fatal accident has occurred from
the performance of this ceremony since 1815, though it is probably celebrated
at not less than fifty villages in each year. After the completion of the sliding,
the Bart, or rope, is cut up, and distributed among the inhabitants of t h e
village, who hang the pieces as charms at the eaves of their houses. The
hair of the B6di is also taken and preserved, as possessing similar virtues.
I n being thus made the organ to obtain fertility for the lands of others, the
BM is supposed to entail sterility on his own ; and it is firmly believed, that
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no grain sown with his hand can ever vegetate. Each district has its hereditary Bbdi, who is supported by annual co~~tributions
on grain from the inhabitants, and by remunerations for his performance, at the occasional fertivals
in question.
I n the Kamuon districts, a practice prevailed at the festival of the Bagwak', of the males of several villages meeting together at a particular spot,
and there, divided into two parties, engaging with slings. Each party took
post on'the ~pgositebank of a stream, the passage of which formed the object
of contest : as the mountaineers are generally expert- in throwing stones with
this instrument, bones were frequently broken, and even fatal accidents sometimes occurred in this sport. The apprehension of incurring a charge of
murder in the event of such fatal termination, has led to the almost total cessation of the practice since 1815.
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APPENDIX.
LIST OF EXPORTS FROM THE HILLS TO THE PLAINS.
Grain, of all kinds.
Pulse, ditto ditto.
Oil Seeds, ditto ditto.
Turmeric.
Ginger, green and dry.
Sailkon, Cashmere.
Ditto, Hill, (Nagkesar.)
Hill, Cardamums.
Mari, (Frankincense.)
Katki.
Laljiri.
Nirbissl, Zedoary.
Archa, Rhubarb.

Cheraita.
hlitha.
Various kinds of Bark.
Roots and Herbs, used
either for dyes or medicines.
Tej-Pat, leaves of wild
Cinamon.
Red Pepper.
Dannas, hill Pomgranates.
Walnuts and Hazel Nuts.
Pine Almonds.
Sweet Potatoes, (GGya.)

Hemp.
Hempen Cloth.
Chirr~.
Opium.
Ghee.
Oil.
Honey.
Wax.
Musk.
Hawk.
Borax.
Silajlt, (Bitumen.)
K h a d Mitti (Chalk.)

Harital.
.
Birch bark.
Hill Paper.
Hill Bambus.
Wooden Vessels.
Hides.
Cowtails, (Chaurs.)
Ponies.
Cattle.
Gold-dust.
Iron.
Copper, in bars.
Coarse Serges, (Pankhis.)

.

PRODUCE OF THE TARAI, EXPORTED TO THE PLAINS.
Timbers.
Rafters.
Planks.
Bambus.
Oil and Sugar Mills.
Ebony.
Firewood.

Wooden Vessels.
Chwcoal.
Lime.
Gum.
Gum Lak,h.
Kat,h.
Ghee.

Oil.
Grain, of all kinds.
Pulse, ditto ditto.
Oil Seeds, ditto ditto.
Sweet Potatoes, (GGya).
Turmeric.
Red Pepper.

Baber Grass.
MGng ditto.
Tb.
Bara
Roghen.
Banslochan.

LIST OF IMPORTS FROM THE PLAINS.
Cotton Piece Goods,coun
try and Europe.
Cotton Prints, ditto ditto.
Silk Goods.
Broadcloth.
Cotton, & Cotton Thread.
Wool.
Blankets.

Tobacco, raw & preserved. Indigo,Lakh & other Dyes.
O(lr,softSugar,SugarCandy Alum, Potas, &c.
Salt.
Sulphur,andvarious drugs.
Hard Ware, of all kinds.
Spices of all kinds.
Copper in sheets,(Europe).
Betelnut.
Toys,Beads, Looking-glasCocoanuts.
Dried Fruits.
ses, &c.
Sonp.
Tin.

Ksinch.
Lead.
Gun-power.
Coral.
Pearls, and Jewels.
Gold and Silver Laces, and
thread.
Country Paper and Ink.

STATEMENT A, shewing the number qf Villages, Homes, and Catfle, in the
Kamaon Purguttnas.

NAMES OF PERGUNNAS.

Choagw Kh,

wllri.Kate,

Kom aabb,

Ean ibmal,

DbLnkor,

... .. ... ...

...
.,. ... ...
... - -

...

..

- - -

...
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STATEMENT A, sliming the number of Viltages, Houses, and Catrle, in the
Gerhwal P e r b g s .

NAME OF PERGUNNAS

.....................

..................
Nqpm, .....................
GUqip &ha, .................
..................
CxmUndkoQc,

230
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S T A T E M E N T C, exhibiting the quantity qf Arable Land, coniaimd in tka
Province, agreeabb to the recorded Rakba, as mduced, by estimates, to m
common standard.

NAMES OF

.g

PERGUNNAa

C b o ~ g agb.,

.-.

.a

409

e5

91%. I

661

6485 859 &%? 1716

&76
l

6485 853

822 1716

. 8076
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STATEMENT C, cskibiting the quantity qf Arable Land, c&&d

in the
Province, agreeable to the recorded Rakba, as reduced, try estimates, to one
conrmoh standard.

NAMES OF

PEBOUNNAS

B u m

.........

Chupdkote,

......

.........
Gang8 8 u h , ......
h k l m I 4 ......
chuldpooq
.......
Nqmr*

T U h Sukn.
~

U

l

9ukq
h

"

...

......
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STATEMENT D, exhibiting the Pergunnu Land Assessment for each Year,
from the Conquest, and also for the last Goorkha Settlement.
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Chparatice Statemenf of Expence of the Nafiwe Establishments in 1815.16
and 1822-h.

STATISTICAL SKETCH O F KAMAON
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SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT

Eahibicig the Result of the Surrey of the Khuk Lands. and qf the
Quinquennial Settlement formed in 1824
R A K B A
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